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Abstract

Nanoparticles have found innumerable uses in physics, biology or medicine. As a

result, various fabrication methods with precise control over the size and shape of

the particles have been developed. One of them is called Laser printing of nanopar-

ticles and is based on local melting of a donor material by irradiation with single

pulses from a femtosecond laser.

In quantum optics, experiments with optically levitated nanoparticles o�er a

promising opportunity to test fundamental questions of quantum mechanics on a

macroscopic level. Due to the decoupling between the experiment and its environ-

ment, these systems are also suitable as precise force and torque sensors. However,

the controlled introduction of the nanoparticles into the optical trap represents a

considerable experimental hurdle. This work is devoted to the discussion of a novel

particle source for levitated optomechanics and gives an overview of the many facets

of this rapidly growing �eld.

In the �rst part of the thesis the theoretical ground work for optical cooling of

nanoparticles is worked out, starting with an introduction to Gaussian beam optics.

Then, optical tweezers and feedback cooling are introduced, followed by a more

in-depth treatise of optical resonators. This includes techniques for stabilizing the

resonator and particle detection methods. In addition, the commonly used mecha-

nisms for loading optical traps are presented.

In the second part, laser printing of nanoparticles is discussed as a potential

experimental particle source. First, the working principle of the particle generation

process is explained and experimental results of printed particles are presented. Sub-

sequently, interferometric scattering microscopy as an in-situ observation method of

the experiment is explored. Finally, an experimental setup is presented that com-

bines the previously discussed techniques with an optical resonator in a vacuum-

compatible con�guration.
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Zusammenfassung

Nanoteilchen haben unzählige Anwendungsmöglichkeiten in Physik, Biologie oder

Medizin gefunden. Aufgrund dessen wurden diverse Herstellungsmöglichkeiten mit

präziser Kontrolle über Gröÿe und Form der Teilchen entwickelt. Eine davon nennt

sich Laserdrucken von Nanoteilchen und basiert auf dem lokalen Schmelzen eines

Donormaterials durch Bestrahlung mit einzelnen Pulsen eines Femtosekundenlasers.

In der Quantenoptik bieten Experimente mit optisch levitierten Nanoteilchen

eine vielversprechende Möglichkeit fundamentale Fragen der Quantenmechanik auf

makroskopischer Ebene zu testen. Aufgrund der Entkopplung zwischen Experiment

und dessen Umgebung eignen sich diese Systeme auÿerdem als präzise Kraft- und

Drehmomentsensoren. Das kontrollierte Einbringen der Nanoteilchen in die optische

Falle stellt jedoch eine erhebliche experimentelle Hürde dar. Diese Arbeit widmet

sich der Erörterung einer neuartigen Teilchenquelle für levitierte Optomechanik und

gibt einen Überblick über die vielen Facetten dieses schnell wachsenden Feldes.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit werden die theoretischen Grundlagen für die optische

Kühlung von Nanoteilchen ausgearbeitet, beginnend mit einer Einführung in die

Gauÿsche Strahloptik. Darauf folgend wird die optische Pinzette und das Rückkop-

plungskühlen vorgestellt, gefolgt von einer eingehenderen Abhandlung von optis-

chen Resonatoren. Dies inkludiert Techniken zur Stabilisierung des Resonators und

Methoden zur Detektion von Teilchen. Auÿerdem werden die allgemein üblichen

Mechanismen zur Beladung von optischen Fallen vorgestellt.

Im zweiten Teil wird Laserdrucken von Nanoteilchen als potentielle experimentelle

Teilchenquelle erörtert. Zuerst wird das Arbeitsprinzip der Teilchenerzeugung er-

läutert und experimentelle Ergebnisse gedruckter Teilchen präsentiert. Anschlieÿend

wird interferometrische Streumikroskopie zur direkten Observation des Experiments

vorgestellt. Abschlieÿend wird ein Versuchsaufbau präsentiert, der die vorgestellten

Techniken mit einem optischen Resonator in einer vakuumkompatiblen Kon�gura-

tion kombiniert.

vii





1 Introduction

The �eld of quantum optomechanics describes the interaction between a light �eld

and the motion of a mechanical object. A fundamental phenomenon behind this

interaction is radiation pressure. The idea of radiation pressure was �rst formulated

by Johannes Kepler in the 17th century to explain his observation that a comet's

tail always points away from the sun [1]. More than 250 years later, in 1873, James

Maxwell published a formulation that attributes a momentum to light, which can

be transferred to any object via illumination [2]. The experimental validation of his

postulation was provided at the start of the 20th century by Pyotr Lebedew [3] and

Ernest Nichols and Gordon Hull [4]. Around the same time Max Planck formulated

his description of blackbody radiation, including the hypothesis that the energy of

an electromagnetic system is quantized, E = hν [5]. Albert Einstein extended this

idea to explain the photoelectric e�ect [6], for which he received the Nobel Prize in

physics in 1921. In 1909 Einstein reasoned, that as a consequence of light pressure

there would have to exist radiation friction [7].

In the early 1970s Arthur Ashkin used the radiation pressure force to optically

levitate and control micrometer-sized particles [8, 9]. Levitation of silicon oil drops

and silica microspheres in vacuum [10] soon followed. Moreover, a proposal to use

the non-conservative nature of the scattering force to cool atoms was published in

1975 [11]. Experimental validation was provided in 1978 [12, 13] and laser cooling

has since become an important technique in various di�erent �elds of physics [14].

Momentum transfer via radiation pressure alone, however, cannot optically trap

a particle, as the net force always points in the direction of beam propagation.

Ashkin formulated this fact in an optical Earnshaw theorem [15] in 1983. What

enables stable trapping, is the second part of the optical force � a conservative gra-

dient force which always points toward the region of highest intensity. Therefore,

one way to achieve a stable trap is to minimize the net radiation pressure force.

This can be accomplished by two counterpropagating beams [8], back-re�ection of a

single beam at a mirror [16, 17], or can even be compensated gravity [9]. The other

way is to strengthen the electric �eld gradient by highly focusing the laser beam

until it drowns the scattering force. Again, Arthur Ashkin �rst demonstrated such

a single-beam gradient force trap for dielectric particles [18]. This technique was

soon adapted to trap and manipulate viruses [19], bacteria [19, 20], proteins [21] or

single cells [22] and has become an important application in biology [23] and is now

better known as optical tweezers.
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1. Introduction

Another break-through technology in the �eld of optomechanics was the devel-

opment of optical cavities. As �rst reported by Charles Fabry and Alfred Pérot in

1899 [24] the optical cavity in its simplest form consists of two opposing mirrors with

the ability to trap light between them. Today, optical resonators are an important

part of many practical applications, including laser resonators [25], mode cleaning

[26] or cavity ring-down spectroscopy [27]. More recently, optical cavities have been

implemented as gravitational wave detectors [28�30].

A cavity-based cooling scheme for atoms was �rst proposed by Helmut Ritsch

and his group in 1997 [31] and shortly after extended to molecules by Steven Chu

and Vladan Vuletic [32]. When in 2010 three separate groups proposed coupling

of optically levitated nanoparticles to optical cavities [33�35] the �eld of levitated

optomechanics really took o� [14, 36]. First successful cavity cooling of silica [37]

and silicon [38] nanoparticles was reported in 2013, whereas ground state cooling of

a levitated nanoparticle via cavity cooling was demonstrated just recently [39].

Optically levitated systems have many unique properties. Due to their decou-

pling from the environment, they can exhibit incredibly high mechanical quality

factors compared to their size. The Q-factor indicates how often a particle can

oscillate until half of its energy is dissipated, and is thus a measure for how un-

derdamped the system is [40]. Explored as early as 1976 [10], so far Q-factors for

levitated nanoparticles up to 108 have been measured [41], but are predicted to be

able to reach as high as 1012 [33]. Furthermore, levitated nanoparticles can be in-

credibly precise force [42] or torque sensors [43, 44].

This thesis aims to provide an overview of the many facets of this rapidly growing

�eld. In chapter 2 several di�erent optical cooling schemes are presented, as well as

a theoretical treatise of light-matter interaction and cavity optomechanics.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the exploration of the currently used particle loading

mechanisms for levitated optomechanics. Various di�erent techniques are examined

for their advantages and drawbacks. Further on, in chapter 4, the potential of a new

source based on femtosecond laser-induced transfer (LIT) is investigated.

Interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT) is a useful detection tool much

used in biology and biophysics over the last two decades. Chapter 5 illustrates the

basic idea of this technique and how it allows us to in-situ observe the nanoparticle

creation process.
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1.0.

Finally, in chapter 6 we present an experimental setup to test the validity of LIT

as a particle source.
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2 Optical cooling of nanoparticles

In this chapter, we review the principle of optical trapping of particles. To start

o�, a general introduction in fundamental Gaussian beam optics is given. Then, we

use ray optics and the Rayleigh approximation to elucidate the concept of optical

tweezers. Following this, parametric feedback cooling and cold damping of nanopar-

ticles will be discussed. Later on, we establish a fundamental description of cavity

optomechanics, including light-matter interaction, Sisyphus cooling, coherent scat-

tering cooling, cavity locking mechanisms and detection methods for particles inside

an optical cavity.

2.1 Gaussian beam optics

In order to understand the optomechanical interaction between a laser beam and

an arbitrary particle, we �rst need to establish the properties of the light �eld. The

most commonly used fundamental laser mode is a Gaussian beam (TEM00 mode).

In principle, it is a cylindrically symmetric wave with a Gaussian intensity distri-

bution. In the following we will work out a brief mathematical derivation based on

[45], [46] and [47].

We know that Maxwell's equations are solved by a wave function:

~E(~r, t) = ~E(~r)e−iωt (2.1)

with ~r = ~nxx+ ~nyy+ ~nzz, ~E(~r) the purely spatial part of the wave function and

ω given by the dispersion relation c = ω
k
where k is the wave vector. Entering this

into the wave equation (
1

c2
∂2
t −∆

)
~E(~r, t) = � ~E(~r, t) = 0 (2.2)

we end up with the Helmholtz equation:(
ω2

c2
+ ∆

)
~E(~r) =

(
k2 + ∆

)
~E(~r) = 0. (2.3)

The solutions to the Helmholtz equation are independent for each polarization

direction, therefore we will drop the vectorial nature of ~E in the following discussion.

We now restrict ourselves to the paraxial wave approximation, were we consider only

small corrections to the properties of a plane wave propagating along z:
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2.1. Gaussian beam optics

E(~r) = A(~r)e−ikz (2.4)

with AεC a position-dependent amplitude and phase deformation and, within a

distance ∆z = λ,

∆A

A
� 1 and

∆∂A
∂z

|∂A
∂z
|
� 1,

i.e. the change of amplitude and phase as well as the rate of change is small. We

can then write:

∆A =
∂A

∂z
∆z =

∂A

∂z
λ =

∂A

∂z

2π

k
� A ⇒ ∂A

∂z
� k · A

∂

∂z

(
∂A

∂z

)
� ∂

∂z
(k · A) = k · ∂A

∂z
� k2 · A ⇒ ∂2A

∂z2
� k2 · A

We insert equation 2.4 into the Helmholtz equation:

∆
(
A(~r)e−ikz

)
+ k2A(~r)e−ikz = 0

∆TA(~r)e−ikz + ∂2
zA(~r)e−ikz + k2A(~r)e−ikz = 0

(2.5)

where we have used ∆T = ∂2
x+∂2

y to separate the transverse from the longitudinal

component of the �eld. Let us take a deeper look at the longitudinal part:

∂2
zA(~r)e−ikz = ∂z

(
(∂zA(~r)) e−ikz − ikA(~r)e−ikz

)
=
(
∂2
zA(~r)

)
e−ikz − 2ik (∂zA(~r)) e−ikz − k2A(~r)e−ikz

=

∂2
zA(~r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
�k2A(~r)

−2ik (∂zA(~r))− k2A(~r)

 e−ikz

≈
(
−2ik∂zA(~r)− k2A(~r)

)
e−ikz

(2.6)

Now we insert that back into equation 2.5 and end up with the paraxial Helmholtz

equation:

∆TA(~r)− 2ik∂zA(~r) = 0. (2.7)

5



2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

One solution to this equation is given by

A(~r) = A0 e
−ikρ2/2q(z) e−ip(z) (2.8)

where ρ2 = x2 + y2 and q(z) and p(z) are unknown functions. Inserting this

Ansatz into the paraxial Helmholtz equation yields{[
k2

q(z)
(q′(z)− 1)

]
ρ2 − 2k

[
p′(z) +

i

q(z)

]}
A(~r) = 0. (2.9)

The nontrivial solution to this equation is given by two ordinary di�erential

equations

dq

dz
= q′(z) = 1 (2.10)

dp

dz
= p′(z) = − i

q(z)
(2.11)

Let us solve equation 2.10 �rst, as it is decoupled from the other. The solution

is trivial, q(z) = z + ξ, with some o�set ξ. Now, if we look again at equation 2.8

we see that if q(z) were always real, | exp [−ikρ2/2q(z)] | = 1 for all ρ. This would

mean that the phase would change faster with increasing ρ, while the amplitude

stays constant. This clearly does not resemble a beam, therefore q(z) has to be

imaginary. A Gaussian beam is now de�ned as ξ = −izR where zR is called the

Rayleigh length. Now we look at z = 0:

A(ρ, z = 0) = A0 e
−kρ2/2zR e−ip(z=0). (2.12)

Here we can de�ne the beam waist w0

w2
0 =

2zR
k

=
λzR
π

or zR =
πw2

0

λ
.

This means, that the �eld varies as exp(−ρ2/w2
0) in the XY-plane at z = 0. We

now also have an explicit form for the Rayleigh length. Furthermore, for arbitrary

z

1

q(z)
=

1

z + izR
=

(z − izR)

(z + izR)(z − izR)
=

z

z2 + z2
R

− i zR
z2 + z2

R

=:
1

R(z)
+ i

λ

πw2(z)
(2.13)

where we have de�ned the wavefront curvature R(z) and the beam width w(z).

These can be expressed in terms of zR:

6



2.1. Gaussian beam optics

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

and R(z) =

[
1 +

(zR
z

)2
]
.

This leaves us with

A(~r) = A0 e
−ρ2/w2(z) e−ikρ

2/2R(z) e−ip(z). (2.14)

Now, all that is left to do, is �nd an expression for p(z). We recall equation 2.11

p′(z) = − i

q(z)
= − i

z + izR
.

Integration from dz′ = 0 to z gives us

ip(z) = ln

[
1− i

(
z

zR

)]
. (2.15)

Next, we use the identity

1− i
(
z

zR

)
= ln

[
1 +

(
z

zR

)2
]1/2

− i tan−1

(
z

zR

)
to obtain:

e−ip(z) =
w0

w(z)
eiζ(z) (2.16)

where ζ(z) = tan−1(z/zR) is called the Gouy phase. Finally, we assemble every-

thing and end up with an expression for the electric �eld of a Gaussian beam:

E(~r) = A(~r)e−ikz

= A0
w0

w(z)
exp

{
− ρ2

w2(z)

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Radial amplitude

× exp

{
− ikz − iζ(z)

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Longitudinal phase

× exp

{
−ik ρ2

2R(z)

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Radial phase

.

(2.17)

We have already identi�ed the di�erent contributions to this formula and are

now going to further discuss the physical interpretation of what was established. A

depiction of a Gaussian beam is given in Figure 1.
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 1: Spreading of a Gaussian beam. At z = 0 the beam has its minimal width, called
the beam waist w0, and the radius of curvature is in�nite, therefore the beam resembles a
plane wave. A distance zR away from the waist, called the Rayleigh length, the spot size
has increased by a factor of

√
2. For any given z, at a distance ρ = w(z) the amplitude has

dropped to 1/e of its maximum at ρ = 0. Θ: angular spread, R(z): radius of curvature.

Gaussian beam properties

1. Amplitude

In equation 2.17 A0 is the amplitude normalization factor. The �rst two terms

after A0, on the other hand, describe the radial dependence of the amplitude,

as well as the change along z. For any given z, at a distance ρ = w(z) the

amplitude has dropped to 1/e of its maximum at ρ = 0:

∣∣∣∣E(~r)

A0

∣∣∣∣ =
w0

w(z)
exp

[
−
(

ρ

w(z)

)2
]
. (2.18)

As w(z) increases with z the 1/e values move further out, as can be seen in

Figure 1 as the outline of the beam. Since the �ux has to stay constant along z,

the factor w0/w(z) scales the peak amplitude of the �eld due to the spreading

of the beam.

2. Beam Divergence

The beam has its minimum spot size of 2w0 at z = 0 and from there increases

symmetrically in both directions:

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

.

From this equation it is clear, that at a distance z = zR (Rayleigh length) the

beam spot size has increased by a factor of
√

2. For distances much larger

8



2.1. Gaussian beam optics

Figure 2: Transverse Gaussian beam pro�le. Plotted is the normalized intensity (blue)
and the absolute value of the electric �eld (red) against the transverse position ρ. At
ρ = w(z) the values drop to 1/e and 1/e2 respectively, of their maximum value at ρ = 0.

than the Rayleigh length, i.e. z � zR, the beam width is asymptotic to the

solid black line in Figure 1, i.e. it grows approximately linear:

w(z � zR)→ w0z

zR
. (2.19)

In this regime we can de�ne a beam divergence angle Θ:

Θ

2
=
dw(z)

dz
=
w0

zR
, (2.20)

which is the minimum angular spread for a beam of spot size 2w0.

3. Intensity and Power

The time averaged intensity of the beam is given by

I(~r) =
1

2η
|E(~r)|2 = I0

w2
0

w2(z)
e−2ρ2/w2(z). (2.21)

where η =
√
µ0/ε0 = 1

ε0c
(µ0 vacuum permeability, ε0 vacuum permittivity

and c speed of light) and I0 = A2
0/2η.

Figure 2 shows the normalized intensity and the absolute value of the electric

�eld as a function of ρ. We can also see, that indeed the electric �eld value,

9



2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

as well as the intensity, drop to 1/e and 1/e2 respectively, of their maximum

value at ρ = 0, at a distance ρ = w(z).

The total power transmitted by a Gaussian beam is

P0 =

∫ ∞
0

dρ (I(ρ, z) · 2πρ) =
1

2
I0πw

2
0. (2.22)

Therefore, we can also express the intensity in terms of total power:

I(ρ, z) =
2P0

πw2(z)
e−2ρ2/w2(z) (2.23)

The power passing through a circle of radius r in the XY-plane, at position z,

and centered at x = y = 0 is then given by

P (r, z) = P0

[
1− e−2r2/w2(z)

]
. (2.24)

Therefore, the power transmitted through a circle of radius r = w(z) is

P (z)

P0

= 1− e−2. (2.25)

4. Phase

In equation 2.17 we distinguished between a longitudinal (axial) and a radial

phase. Let's �rst look at the axial phase

ϕ(0, z) = −kz − ζ(z) (2.26)

The �rst part is the phase of a plane wave, −kz, followed by the so-called Gouy
phase ζ(z) = arctan (z/zR). This factor provides a phase shift with respect

to the plane wave, as can be seen in Figure 3. An easy way to visualize

the Gouy phase is to imagine a simple Mach-Zehnder type interferometer to

create an interference pattern. For z � zR the arctan function approaches

−π/2, therefore ζ(−z) − ζ(z) = π. For our interferometer this means, that

any on axis bright spot on one side will be conversed into a dark side on the

opposite side and vice versa.

Now we recall the radial phase factor

exp

[
−i kρ2

2R(z)

]
.

The expression indicates that for z 6= 0 the XY-plane is not an equiphase

surface, but we have curved wavefronts with radius of curvature

10



2.1. Gaussian beam optics

Figure 3: Visualization of the e�ect of the Gouy phase. (a) Plane wave pattern. (b)

Spherical wave pattern (c) Gaussian beam pattern. Near the beam center, the Gaussian
beam can be approximated by a plane wave, far away from it the beam resembles a spherical
wave, phase retarded by π/4. Reproduced and adapted from [46].

R(z) = z

[
1 +

(zR
z

)2
]
.

Additionally, there is still the z−dependent longitudinal phase factor to con-

sider. The total phase then accumulates to

ϕ = −k
(
z +

ρ2

2R(z)

)
− ζ(z), (2.27)

Surfaces of constant phase, i.e. ϕ = 2πl, l ∈ Z are located at points within

the beam radius on each wavefront, as R(z) and ζ(z) only vary slowly. This

condition de�nes a parabolic surface with radius of curvature R(z). We can

now make approximations when looking close to the beam center or far away

from it:

For z � zR and ρ� w0 we get R(z) ≈ z2
R

z
and ζ(z) ≈ 0. Therefore
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

ϕ ≈ −kz − k ρ
2

2z2
R

z = −kz

1 +
ρ2

2z2
R︸︷︷︸

�1

 ≈ −kz
we get a plane wave approximation near the beam center.

Now consider z � z0, ρw0, i.e. the paraxial case. We get R(z) ≈ z and

ζ(z) ≈ π
2
.

⇒ ϕ ≈ −kz − kρ2

2z
− π

2
= −π

2
+ k

(
z +

ρ2

2z

)
and we get a parabolic wave. The result of this is that if we look at the beam

from z � z0 it appears to originate at z = 0. However, if we move closer and

closer towards that point, the center of appearance retreats until at z = 0 it

is at in�nity, i.e. we have a plane wave.

Tightly focused beam

The paraxial approximation we used to derive the electric �eld breaks down for a

strongly focused beam. The exact solution is now generally obtained by a numerical

�t, where the Rayleigh length becomes a free parameters that has to be obtained

by the �t. Furthermore, we have to account for asymmetries along the x− and

y−direction of the beam, arising from the polarization of the beam. We dropped

the vectorial character of the electric �eld earlier because up until now, the results

were independent of the polarization direction. We now reintroduce the polarization

vector ~p. Furthermore, we implement the possibility of asymmetry by splitting w(z)

into its wx(z) and wy(z) components. The electric �eld then reads

~E(x, y, z) = A0
1√

1 + (z/zR)2
· e−x2/w2

xx(z) · e−y2/w2
yy(z) · eiϕ(ρ,z) · ~p (2.28)

where w2
ij(z) = wiwj(1 + (z/zR)2) and wx and wy are the beam waists along the

x− and y−direction, respectively. The intensity of the beam can now be expressed

as

I( ~x, y, z) =
2P0

πw2
xy(z)

e−x
2/w2

xx(z)e−y
2/w2

yy(z). (2.29)
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2.2. Optical tweezers

2.2 Optical tweezers

Optical tweezers were �rst presented in 1986 by Arthur Ashkin [18]. The single

beam optical gradient trap demonstrated trapping of dielectric particles with sizes

between ∼ 25 nm and 10µm. An exact analytical solution for the forces acting

on a dielectric sphere in a focused laser beam is given by Mie theory [48] or an

extended two-component model [49]. However, when restricting the particle size,

approximations can give a good working intuition. On the one hand, for dielectric

microparticles much larger than the tweezers wavelength λ (diameter d � λ) ray

optics can be used to describe the forces acting on the particle [50]. On the other

hand, nanoparticles much smaller than the wavelength (d� λ) can be approached

with the Rayleigh approximation.

Ray optics

Let us �rst consider a transparent, spherical microparticle sitting in an unfocused

tweezers beam (Figure 4). Furthermore, we assume a Gaussian intensity pro�le, as

described before. A particle inside the beam is subject to forces arising from refrac-

tion at its surface, as the light rays change direction when entering and exiting the

particle. This momentum change induced on a light ray is imparted on the particle.

The net force thus acting on the particle depends on the position in the beam pro�le.

If located perfectly on the beam axis (Figure 4a), the intensity pro�le around the

particle is radially symmetric. Therefore, the net force only points in the direction

of beam propagation. Contrary to that, if the particle is displaced from the beam

center (Figure 4b), a lateral component to that force is added, as the more intense

rays will impart a larger momentum on the particle. The result is a radial restoring

force towards the beam axis. Axial stability, however, is only possible if the net

force in beam direction is compensated, e.g. by gravity.

For a strongly focused Gaussian beam (Figure 5) the particle now also expe-

riences a force that is dependent on the axial position, in addition to the radial

restoring force.

In addition to the radial restoring force, a particle in a strongly focused Gaussian

beam (Figure 5) also experiences a force that is dependent on the axial position.

Again, refraction of the light rays imparts a momentum on the particle. This time,

however, the net force points to the laser focus instead of being parallel to the

direction of beam propagation, regardless of whether the particle is front of (Figure

5a) or behind the focal point (Figure 5b).

In reality, there exist no perfectly transparent particles, thus surface re�ection,
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 4: Ray optics for a microparticle in an unfocused tweezers beam. (a) A particle
perfectly centered on the beam axis only experiences a net force in the direction of beam
propagation. (b) Due to the intensity gradient of the beam and the resulting imbalance of
momentum impartation along the sphere, a particle displaced form the center is subject to
a lateral net force that points towards the beam axis. Reproduced and adapted from [51].

Figure 5: Ray optics for a microparticle in a focused tweezers beam. In addition to the
forces in an unfocused beam the particle is subject to an axial force. Due to the momentum
change of the refracted rays a spherical particle experiences a net force towards the laser
focus, regardless of whether it is front of (a) or behind the focal point (b). The position
of the microparticle in equilibrium with the scattering force depends on other impacting
forces, e.g. gravity. Reproduced and adapted from [51].
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2.2. Optical tweezers

absorption and scattering has to be taken into account. All these e�ects will push

the particle in the direction of beam propagation. Therefore, in order to be able

to trap the particle, the axial restoring force has to be greater than the push-o�.

Surface re�ection depends on the relative index of refraction of the particle and

the surrounding medium m = np/nm [52], where np is the refractive index of the

particle and nm that of the medium. The larger m, the more surface re�ection

occurs. Consequently, it is easier to trap particles in a surrounding medium with

higher refractive index, e.g. water compared to air [53].

Rayleigh approximation

Now let's consider a nanosphere with radius R and dielectric constant ε sitting in a

Gaussian beam with waist w0 � R, propagating along z. Without loss of generality,

we assume a linearly polarized beam in the x-direction ~p = ~ex. While a beam with

circular polarization can provide full rotational control [54], it would unnecessarily

complicate the following calculations without providing a better understanding.

The subsequent calculations follow the general approach presented in [55]. In

the Rayleigh approximation the particle can be treated as a point-like dipole and we

divide the optical force acting on the particle into two terms, the non-conservative

scattering force Fscatt and the conservative gradient force Fgrad. In general, the

polarizability of a particle of arbitrary shape and size is given by a tensor of rank

two, αij. For our simpli�ed case of a spherical particle, this tensor reduces to a

scalar α and is given by the Clausius-Mosotti relation:

α = 4πε0 ·R3 ε− 1

ε+ 2
, (2.30)

where ε0 is the vacuum permeability.

The scattering force can be explained as follows: the point dipole induced by the

electric �eld follows the �eld's harmonic oscillation and acts as an oscillating electric

dipole which scatters waves in all directions. The momentum thus imparted on

the particle exerts a force proportional to the scattering cross section σscatt of the

particle:

~Fscatt(~r) =
σscatt
c

I(~r)~ez, (2.31)

where c is the speed of light, I(~r) the intensity of the Gaussian beam as de�ned

in 2.1 and ~ez the unit vector along the beam propagation axis. A spherical particle

in the Rayleigh approximation scatters light isotropically and σscatt is equal to
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

σscatt =
8

3
πk4R6

(
ε− 1

ε+ 2

)2

.

Substituting this, as well as the intensity from equation 2.231, we end up with

~Fscatt(~r) =
16

3

Pk4R6

cw2(z)

(
ε− 1

ε+ 2

)2

· exp

(
−2

ρ2

w2(z)

)
~ez. (2.32)

Therefore, the scattering force scales linearly with the power of the laser and as

R6 with the particle radius and is oriented in beam propagation direction.

The second component is the gradient force arising from the Lorentz force acting

on the induced dipole. The instantaneous (time dependent) gradient force is given

by

~Fgrad(~r, t) =
α

2
~∇ ~E2(~r, t). (2.33)

For a steady state particle, the gradient force is the time-averaged version of

equation 2.33:

~Fgrad(~r) = 〈~Fgrad(~r, t)〉

=
α

2
~∇〈 ~E2(~r, t)〉

=
α

4
~∇| ~E(~r)|2

=
α

2ε0c
~∇I(~r)

(2.34)

It is easy to see from this formula that the gradient force is a conservative force

(as the name already suggests) - contrary to the scattering force. The gradient force

scales as R3 and always points along the intensity gradient, i.e. towards the beam

waist, and thus acts as a restoring force. Consequently, the gradient force acts as a

particle trap, whereas the scattering force pushes particles away. A particle will be

trapped where the total force ~F (~r) = ~Fscatt(~r) + ~Fgrad(~r) = 0. In order to achieve

a stable trap, the gradient force should be larger than the scattering force. Since

the scattering force scales as R6 compared to the R3 scaling of the gradient force,

the former will weaken much faster when reducing the particle size. In fact, in

1In the paraxial approximation. For a strongly focused beam we would have to insert the
modi�ed Gaussian intensity as de�ned in 2.29. Furthermore, the scattering force then also has
components along the x- and y−direction that cannot be neglected.
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2.2. Optical tweezers

z−direction, the ratio between maximal gradient force and scattering force is given

by [40]

β =
~Fgrad · ~ez
~Fscatt

∝ 1

R3

ε+ 2

ε− 1
(2.35)

and is independent of the laser power P but only depends on particle size and

dielectric constant. However, if the particle size is too small, the overall optical forces

become so weak, that the system becomes susceptible to any external disturbances,

e.g. collisions with surrounding gas molecules.

So far, we have only considered a single beam. When implementing a second beam,

identical in power, wavelength and focus but counterpropagating, the scattering

force of the two beams cancels out. Alternatively, one can use other force, e.g.

gravity, to counteract the scattering force to stabilize the trap.

Harmonic approximation

The motion of a trapped particle can be described by a thermally driven, damped,

three-dimensional harmonic oscillator [40]. The time averaged gradient force gives

rise to the conservative potential

Uopt =
α

2ε0c
I(~r) =

αP

πε0cw2(z)
e−2ρ/w2(z), (2.36)

which has its minimum at the point of origin, i.e. ρ = z = 0. If the particle

motion is small, we can expand the scattering force to �rst order:

~Fscatt =
σscatt
c

I0~ez +O(z2). (2.37)

Similarly, linearization of the optical potential yields three decoupled oscillation

frequencies:

Ω2
x,y =

4Pα

mπε0cw2
0

1

w2
0

(2.38)

Ω2
z =

4Pα

mπε0cw2
0

1

z2
R

(2.39)

The equations of motion are those of a harmonic oscillator with a damping factor

Γ0, dominated by friction with gas particles and a thermal driving force Fth caused

by Brownian force noise [40]. Along the x−direction the equation of motion reads

mẍ+mΓ0ẋ+mΩ2
x x = Fth. (2.40)
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

The equation in y−direction looks exactly the same, but in the z−direction we

also have to account for the scattering force driving the particle motion:

mz̈ +mΓ0ż +mΩ2
z z = Fth + Fscatt (2.41)

2.2.1 Feedback cooling

As mentioned before, a trapped particle will be subject to a thermal force arising

from Brownian motion. Only in a perfect vacuum would this force disappear. In

the following we will assume a dielectric particle trapped in a dual beam optical

tweezers system. Therefore, the scattering force along z cancels out and we can

merge the equations of motion to a single equation

q̈(t) + Γ0q̇(t) + Ω2
0q(t) =

1

m
Fth(t) (2.42)

where q = x, y, z and Ω0 is the oscillation frequency along q. The stochastic

Brownian force is a �uctuating Langevin force that can be expressed as [56]

〈Fth(t)Fth(t′)〉 = 2mΓ0kBT0δ(t− t′). (2.43)

for a particle of mass m and equilibrium temperature T0. The Brownian stochas-

tic force is a driving force for the motion of the particle, whereas the damping term

mΓ0q̇ tends to counteract this motion. However, the damping constant Γ0 also im-

pacts Fth. This leads to two di�erent regimes where one term will dominate over

the other [53]. If the mechanical energy (kinetic + potential energy) of the particle

exceeds kBT0, the damping term will outgrow the thermal driving force. On the

other hand, if the mechanical energy is lower than kBT0, this turns the other way

around. Therefore, at thermal equilibrium, the average mechanical energy of the

particle will level o� at kBT0 (neglecting other in�uences) in each direction.

The damping rate Γ0 at normal pressure around p = 1 bar is given by Stokes'

law:

Γ0 =
6πηR

m
(2.44)

where η is the viscosity of the surrounding medium and m and R the mass and

radius of the particle, respectively. For lower pressures, this equation has to be

altered as we enter the regime of kinetic gas theory. Here we assume that the mean

free path length l̄ ∝ 1/p is much larger than the particle size. Kinetic theory then

tells us that Γ0 is given by [57]
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Γ0 =
6πηR

m

0.619

0.619 + Kn

(
1 +

0.31Kn
0.785 + 1.152Kn + Kn2

)
(2.45)

where Kn = l̄/R is the Knudsen number and Γ0 becomes proportional to p.

So, a particle driven by Brownian force noise and damped by collisions with gas

molecules, will thermalize to T0. We can, however, go below that limit by adding

an additional cooling force. In the following we will discuss two active feedback

cooling schemes: parametric feedback, where the laser power is modulated to alter

the trap sti�ness depending on the particle's position, and cold damping where

an external force proportional to the velocity of the particle is applied to slow its

motion. Feedback cooling is a useful tool to reach high vacuum and counteract trap

instabilities that would otherwise cause a particle loss.

2.2.1.1 Parametric feedback

The idea behind parametric feedback cooling is to increase the trap sti�ness when-

ever the particle moves away from the trap center and reducing it when it moves

back. A schematic of this method can be seen in Figure 6. Experimentally, this

is achieved by applying a modulation of the laser power at twice the mechanical

frequency of the trap, phase shifted with respect to particle motion. The sign of this

phase lag decides whether the particle is cooled or heated during this process. In

more detail, a frequency doubled signal can be obtained by multiplying the particle's

position q(t) (obtained by the light scattered o� the particle) with its time deriva-

tive q̇(t). This can be done independently for each direction. Each individual signal

is phase shifted and summed to a single feedback signal to modulate the trapping

laser's power. Therefore, 3D-feedback cooling can be achieved by a single beam. A

detailed explanation of parametric feedback cooling can be found in [56]. We will

follow their steps to get a good hold of the fundamental theoretical idea behind this

scheme.

Equation 2.42 is now altered on the right-hand side by addition of a non-

conservative optical feedback force Ffb. As can be seen in equations 2.38 and 2.39

the trapping frequencies, and therefore the trap sti�ness k = mΩ2
0, scale linearly

with the laser power P . Therefore, Ffb = δk(t)q(t), where δk(t) is the modulation

of the trap sti�ness, and

q̈(t) + Γ0q̇(t) + Ω2
0q(t) =

1

m
[Fth(t) + Ffb(t)] . (2.46)

The feedback force leads to shifts δΓ and δΩ in the damping Γ0 and oscillation
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 6: Schematic representation of parametric feedback cooling. By modulation of
the trapping laser's power, the trap sti�ness is increased whenever the particle moves away
from the trap center and decreased it when it moves back. Reproduced from [56].

frequency Ω0 respectively. Fourier transformation of 2.46 leads to the power spectral

density Sq(ω)

Sq(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞
〈q(t)q(t− t′)〉 e−iωt′dt′

=
Γ0kBT0

πm

1

([Ω0 + δΩ]2 − ω2)2 + ω2[Γ0 + δΓ]2

(2.47)

From that we can obtain the mean square displacement 〈q2〉 via integration of

both sides over ω:

〈
q2
〉

=
kbT0

m(Ω0 + δΩ)2

Γ0

Γ0 + δΓ
(2.48)

Considering the equipartition theorem, we can de�ne an e�ective center of mass

temperature
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Te� =
1

kB
m(Ω0 + δΩ)2

〈
q2
〉

= T0
Γ0

Γ0 + δΓ

(2.49)

where T0 is the equilibrium temperature in absence of feedback. The minimal

achievable e�ective temperature is determined by the cooling rate δΓ. Depending

on the sign, the temperature can be either raised or lowered. Furthermore, lowering

the environmental damping Γ0, i.e. going to higher vacuum, also lowers the minimal

attainable temperature.

Parametric feedback cooling down to 50mK was reported in 2012 at a residual

pressure of 10−5 mbar [57]. But we can ask ourselves, how much further down could

one go? What about the quantum ground state? We can de�ne the ground state

of a quantum harmonic oscillator as a state with mean occupation number 〈n〉 < 1,

where [57]

〈n〉 =
kBTe�
~Ω0

. (2.50)

Therefore, Te�
!
< ~Ω0/kB. For example, an oscillation frequency of Ω0 = 2π ·

100 kHz would therefore require Te� . 5µK.

Feedback cooling relies on the readout of the position of the particle. The particle

scatters photons that now carry information about the particle's position and are

recorded by a detector. A fundamental limit for this technique is therefore imposed

by the measurement uncertainty induced by photon shot noise. Shot noise is de�ned

by the photon number �uctuations ∆N ∝
√
N , where N is the mean scattered

photon number [57], which intrinsically depends on the scattering cross section σ of

the particle. Since every photon scattered o� the particle transfers a momentum ~k
onto the particle, the momentum uncertainty is given by

∆p = ~k∆N = ~k
√
N. (2.51)

According to the uncertainty principle ∆q∆p ≥ ~/2 the minimum position un-

certainty is

∆q =
1

2k
√
N
. (2.52)

Therefore, the position measurement improves with increasing laser power, since
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N = P∆t/(~kc). However, in order to determine the limits of the e�ective center

of mass temperature, imposed intrinsically by parametric feedback cooling, we have

to look at the energy uncertainty [58]

∆E =
1

2

(
mΩ2

0∆q2 +
∆p2

m

)

=
1

2

(
mΩ2

0

4k2N
+

~2k2N

m

)
.

(2.53)

The minimal uncertainty, known as the standard quantum limit (SQL), is achieved

for a photon number NSQL = mΩ0/(2~k2). Indeed, ∆ESQL = ~Ω0/2 would allow for

quantum ground state cooling.

However, there exists another factor we have not yet accounted for. Momentum

transfer by photon recoil is generally negligibly small compared to the mechanical

momentum of the oscillator. But when collisions with residual gas molecules become

increasingly more insigni�cant at low temperatures, photon recoil heating takes over

as the dominating form of heating.

If the energy of a photon is given by (~k)2/2m and the energy separation between

oscillator states by ~Ω0, then the number of photons Nrecoil it takes to excite a

transition is [58]

Nrecoil =
2mΩ0

~k2
, (2.54)

which is four times as high as NSQL. However, the ability to scatter is de�ned

by the particle's scattering cross section σscatt. Therefore, it takes a time ∆t until

Nscatt = Nrecoil. The recoil heating rate Γrecoil is given by the inverse of ∆t and is

proportional to σscatt/Ω0 and therefore scales as (R/λ)3 with the nanoparticle radius

R and laser wavelength λ. Ultimately, the experimental parameters can be tweaked

such that the dominant form of noise comes from shot noise.

2.2.1.2 Cold damping

Instead of modulating the trapping potential itself one can apply an external force

to slow down the center of mass motion of the particle. Since the theoretical ground-

work is inherently similar to that of parametric feedback cooling, we will only brie�y

sketch the basics and focus on the di�erences.
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Generally, an external force proportional to the velocity of the particle but in

opposite direction is applied

Fcd = −Γcdq̇(t) (2.55)

Therefore, the equation of motion reads

q̈(t) + (Γ0 + Γcd)q̇(t) + Ω2
0q(t) = Fth(T ) (2.56)

Contrary to Γ0, Γcd only appears as a damping factor on the left-hand side, but

does not enter the heating term. Hence, this technique is commonly referred to as

cold damping. Of course, similarly to parametric feedback, the particle's motion can

be ampli�ed by change of sign of the damping constant Γcd.

Analog to equation 2.47 in parametric feedback, the power spectral density is

given by

Sq(ω) =
Γ0kBT0

πm

1

(Ω2
0 − ω2)2 + ω2[Γ0 + Γfb]2

. (2.57)

However, contrary to parametric feedback, there is no shift in mechanical oscilla-

tion frequency Ω0 as the trapping �eld is not altered. From this we can again de�ne

an e�ective center of mass temperature

Te� = T0
Γ0

Γ0 + Γcd
. (2.58)

The biggest di�erence between parametric feedback cooling and cold damping

lies in the experimental realization. In parametric feedback, an already existing,

but previously constant, parameter in the equation of motion is modulated over

time, thus getting the name 'parametric'. In cold damping, on the other hand,

an external force is applied. In reality, this can be accomplished in several ways.

Recently, 1D-cooling down to 100µK has been achieved by cold damping via the

electric �eld of a capacitor [59]. Previously, a purely optical 3D-cooling scheme

relying on the scattering force of three orthogonal laser beams was able to cool a

glass microsphere as low as 1.5mK [60]. The clear drawback of this scheme is the

much more tedious experimental implementation compared to parametric feedback

cooling. While it still requires a 3D detection system, it also requires a total of

four beams that have to be aligned and individually controlled - compared to only

a single beam in parametric feedback cooling.
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2.3 Cavity optomechanics

Due to the success of atom cooling in the 1990s, the idea was quickly extended

to molecules and nanoparticles. However, these more complex objects su�er from

a lack of narrow energy level structure and closed cyclic transitions. Therefore,

conventional direct laser cooling schemes used in atom cooling fail. A method to

circumvent this limitation was proposed in 2000 [32], exploiting the o�-resonant op-

tomechanical interaction between a nanoparticle and an optical cavity. Even though

still a young �eld of research, a multitude of di�erent schemes have been explored:

Cavity cooling of an optically trapped silica sphere [37], as well as for free silicon

nanoparticles [38] was �rst demonstrated in 2013. Since then cooling of charged

particles levitated inside a Paul trap [61] and cooling of the rotational degrees of

freedom has been reported [62]. Cavity cooling can be realized by pumping of the

cavity �eld, or by coherent scattering from a secondary beam [63].

In this chapter we will introduce the theoretical groundwork for cavity cooling.

For a detailed, quantized theoretical description of this matter we recommend [64].

We will start with a brief introduction to the general concept of optical cavities,

followed by a classical description of light-matter interaction of dielectric nanopar-

ticles inside a cavity. After this, we will review cavity cooling of a strongly pumped

cavity, as well as coherent scattering cooling. To conclude this chapter, an overview

of cavity stabilization techniques and nanoparticle detection methods is given.

2.3.1 Optical cavities

In its simplest form, an optical cavity consists of two planar mirrors, a distance L

apart2. Light inside the cavity is re�ected multiple times at the mirror surfaces and

forms standing waves for certain resonance frequencies. These resonance frequencies

are discrete values separated by a constant frequency

∆νFSR =
c

2L
(2.59)

called the free spectral range, where L is the length of the cavity and c the

speed of light. For perfect, lossless mirrors, the resonance frequencies resemble delta

functions in frequency space. In reality mirrors have a re�ectivity r smaller than

100% and the eigenmodes turn into extended peaks in the frequency domain (Figure

7) whose full width at half maximum (FWHM) ∆ν is given by

2More generally, L denotes the optical path length between the mirrors.
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Figure 7: Frequency spectrum of transmitted intensity through a low-�nesse (red curve)
and high-�nesse (blue curve) cavity. The cavity can only sustain standing light waves at
integer multiples of the free spectral range νFSR. The spectrum of a cavity with lossless
mirrors would resemble a series of delta functions. Mirrors with �nite re�ectivity r are
represented by extended peaks whose full width at maximum (FWHM) scales inverse
proportional with the cavity �nesse.

∆ν =
νFSR
F

. (2.60)

F is called the �nesse of the cavity and is a measure for the temporal con�nement

of the light in the cavity and depends on the mirror re�ectivity r as

F =
π
√
r

1− r
. (2.61)

Furthermore, due to the limited �nesse light leaks out of the cavity. This leakage

is characterized by the cavity decay rate, or cavity linewidth κ = cπ/2FL.
Only the eigenmodes of the cavity are sustained while any other frequencies are

suppressed by destructive interference. The fundamental transverse mode of an

optical cavity consisting of spherical mirrors is a Gaussian beam.

High �nesse cavities are commonly used as spectral �lters, for laser stabilization

[65] or even to produce a laser beam [25] when �lling the cavity with an active

medium.

There are many di�erent possibilities to realize an optical cavity. Simple forms

comprise of two mirrors, planar, spherical or a combination of both. But mirrors
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Figure 8: Visualization of the stability criterion for cavity arrangements. Common con-
�gurations are shown to the right. Arrangements that lie on the dashed line are symmetric,
i.e. the mirrors have identical radii of curvature. Reproduced and adapted from [66].

can also be arranged to form 2D- or 3D cavities, for example as ring- or rectangular

cavities. Less conventional arrangements make use of whispering gallery modes

in microdisks, -toroids or -spheres [66]. In the following we will concentrate on

cavities that consist of two mirrors facing each other. Depending on the radii of

curvature of the mirrors R1, R2 and the length of the cavity L, we can determine

if an arrangement is stable or not, i.e. whether or not light rays are con�ned for

multiple re�ections. From ray transfer matrix analysis [66] we �nd the stability

criterion

0 ≤
(

1− L

R1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g1

(
1− L

R2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g2

≤ 1. (2.62)

A visualization of this criterion is given in Figure 8. Common con�gurations

are indicated in the diagram and depicted to the right. Symmetric cavities have

identical mirror curvatures, i.e. g1 = g2. The criterion then simpli�es to 0 ≤ L
R
≤ 2.

The three cases where L/R = 0, 1, 2 correspond to planar, confocal and concentric

cavities respectively, and are especially prominent.
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 9: Reference scheme for cavity cooling. A Fabry-Pérot cavity with resonance
frequency ωC and waist w0 is pumped by a laser with frequency ωL, propagating along z.
An additional pump beam along x with frequency ωL crosses the cavity at its waist w0.
Reproduced and adapted from [67].

2.3.2 Cavity cooling

In this section we will establish the theory behind cavity cooling of nanoparticles.

We will follow the derivation of [67] to obtain as generalized an interaction form as

needed. Later we will alter these equations according to the cooling scheme pre-

sented. Figure 9 shows the basic setup idea, including the coordinate geometry that

will be used throughout this chapter. To start, we assume a Fabry-Pérot cavity

with resonance frequency ωC and waist w0, pumped by a laser with frequency ωL,

propagating along z. An additional pump beam along x, also with frequency ωL,

crosses the cavity at its waist w0. Both beams are detuned from the cavity resonance

by ∆ = ωL−ωC . While the theory in [67] is derived for a system of N particles, we

will here restrict ourselves to the for us relevant special case of N = 1. We assume

a spherical particle of radius R and polarizability α in the Rayleigh approximation

with no internal resonances near the frequencies given.

Such a particle will be subject to dipole forces from the intracavity �eld E(t)

as well as the orthogonal pumping beam Hext(x(t)). We further denote the cavity

pumping �eld by Eext. The total optical force acting on the particle can be expressed
by F (x(t)) = −∇Vopt(x(t)) = α

4
∇|Etot(x(t))|2, where |Etot(x(t))| is the total, time

averaged electric �eld at the position of the particle x(t). Since the dipole force is a
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conservative force, the particle can only loose energy via transfer to the cavity �eld,

which is then dissipated at the cavity decay rate κ.

For convenient handling we will de�ne dimensionless �eld amplitudes, which we can

interpret as the inverse �elds per photon:

a(t) =

√
2ε0Vm
~ωL

E(t) (2.63)

η

κ
=

√
2ε0Vm
~ωL

Eext (2.64)

ζ

−U0

h(x(t)) =

√
2ε0Vm
~ωL

Hext(x(t)) (2.65)

where we have introduced several new parameters: The cavity mode volume

Vm = πw2
0L/4, the cavity pumping rate η, the transverse pumping rate ζ and �nally

the coupling strength U0:

U0 = − αωL
2ε0Vm

. (2.66)

The time evolution of the intracavity �eld amplitude can now be expressed by

ȧ(t) =
[
i
(
∆− U0|f(x(t))|2

)
− κ
]
· a(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

+ iζh(x(t))f ∗(x(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii)

+ η︸︷︷︸
(iii)

(2.67)

which consists of three terms: (i) the decay rate κ and the e�ective detuning

∆eff = ∆ − U0|f(x(t))|2 (f(x(t)) is the transverse mode function of the cavity)

which includes the position dependent modi�cation due to the particle's presence

in the cavity �eld, (ii) coherent scattering from the pumping laser into the cavity

mode and (iii) the cavity pumping rate. The equations of motion for a particle of

mass m inside the �eld are given by two coupled di�erential equations:
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

ẋ(t) = v(t) (2.68)

v̇(t) = −|a(t)|2~U0

m
∇|f(x(t))|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

− ~ζ2

U0m
∇|h(x(t))|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

+
~ζ
m

[a(t)∇f(x(t))h∗(x(t)) + a∗(t)∇f ∗(x(t))h(x(t))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)

(2.69)

Equation 2.69 again consists of three terms which we can now attribute to a

physical origin. Term (1) and (2) correspond to the dipole forces exerted upon the

particle by the cavity �eld and the transverse pumping beam respectively. There-

fore, (1) scales with the intracavity �eld like |a(t)|2 and (2) with the pump rate

ζ2. Finally, term (3) accounts for the coupling between the dipoles induced by the

two �elds and thus depends on both a(t) and ζ. We have now established a set of

coupled di�erential equations for the motion of the particle and the intracavity light

�eld, which can be solved numerically.

To conclude, we want to characterize the so-far abstract pumping rates ζ and

η. We assume the transverse pumping beam to be a focused Gaussian beam with

beam waist wL and power PL. We can then write

ζ = U0
w0

wL

√
PL

2~ωLνFSR
(2.70)

η = κ

√
2PCL

~ωLc
(2.71)

where νFSR = c/2L is the free spectral range of the cavity and PC = 1
4
πw2

0ε0cE2

is the power of the cavity pumping beam.

2.3.2.1 Sisyphus cooling

The �rst cooling scheme presented only uses a strong cavity pumping beam but no

external transverse pumping, i.e. we can set ζ and h(x(t)) to zero. This greatly

simpli�es our equations of motion 2.67, 2.68, 2.69. Let us �rst assume a cavity

without particle in order to obtain a steady state solution. The time evolution of

the intracavity �eld then simpli�es to
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

ȧ(t) = (i∆− κ)a(t) + η (2.72)

and in the steady state ȧ(t) = 0 has an amplitude

a0 =
η

κ− i∆
. (2.73)

For the interaction with a nanoparticle we have to account for the mode function

of the cavity, which is given by:

|f(x, y, z)|2 = cos2(kz) · exp

(
−2

x2 + y2

w2
0

)
. (2.74)

where k = ωL/c is the wavenumber of the pumping beam. The motion of the

particle along the standing light wave is subsequently given by

mz̈(t) = −2~kU0|a(t)|2|f(x, y, z)|2 tan(kz). (2.75)

We can qualitatively analyze the resulting force by considering only small �uc-

tuations around the steady state a0 + δa, δa� a0. The formal solution is given by

[68]

a(t) = −iU0a0

∫ t

−∞
dt′ exp(−(κ− i∆)(t− t′)) · |f(x, y, z)|2 (2.76)

Near the cavity waist we can approximate the mode function to be a plane wave

f(z) = cos(k(z − v(t − t′)) that is subject to a time dependent Doppler shift kv

induced by the nanoparticle motion. Equation 2.76 can then be evaluated to

a(t) =
U0a0

4

(
2

∆ + iκ
+

e2ikz

(∆− 2kv) + iκ
+

e−2ikz

(∆ + 2kv) + iκ

)
. (2.77)

We can now use this result to calculate the force acting on the particle. We �nd

that the velocity dependent friction term Ffric = Γż(t) of the total force reads [69]

Ffric(v) = 2~k
U2

0 |a0|2κ
4

8kv∆

[(∆ + 2kv)2 + κ2] [(∆− 2kv)2 + κ2]
. (2.78)

We see that indeed the force can be interpreted as a Doppler friction force where

a scattered photon reduces the particle's momentum by 2~k. A graphic evaluation of

the friction force for di�erent values of the detuning ∆ can be seen in Figure 10. The

strongest force is achieved for ∆ = −κ/
√

3. Around v = 0, i.e. for |kv| � |∆|, κ, the
force scales approximately linear with the velocity of the particle. We can simplify

and obtain the damping coe�cient:

Γ =
4~k2U2

0 |a0|2κ∆

(∆2 + κ2)2
. (2.79)
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 10: Cooling force for di�erent values of the detuning ∆. The strongest force is
achieved for ∆ = −κ/

√
3. Near v = 0 the force is linear and the damping constant can be

approximated by equation 2.79. However, cooling only happens for a range of velocities
de�ned by |kv| ∼ ∆.

However, the stronger the force, the more distinct is its peak and thus the nar-

rower its full width at half maximum. We can estimate the range for cooling to

happen for velocities |kv| ∼ ∆. Therefore, the capture range of velocities becomes

very limited for strong forces. On the other hand, a broader capture range is accom-

panied by weaker cooling. This leads to the necessity of continuous modi�cation of

the detuning for fast particles.

To summarize, the intracavity intensity is modulated by the presence of the

particle which shifts the e�ective detuning depending on its position. We can exploit

this by red-detuning the pump beam with respect to the cavity resonance, i.e. ∆ =

ωL−ωC < 0. Due to the increased optical path length caused by the particle's higher

refractive index compared to vacuum, the cavity will be shifted towards resonance.

This allows more light to build up inside the cavity. If the particle stays completely

still, a steady state will attune after a time 1/κ. On the other hand, if the particle

moves along the cavity axis it will run over the standing light wave and induces

a periodic modulation of the intracavity intensity. For ∆ ' κ and U0 ' −κ [70],

the particle invokes an optical potential that is always highest when it sits in an

antinode, and lowest when it is in a node. Heuristically speaking, the particle self-

modulates the optical potential in a way where it always has to climb a steeper hill
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than it descends. The motional energy transferred from the particle to the cavity

�eld is then dissipated at a rate κ|a(t)|2. Due to this analogy, the cooling method is

commonly referred to as Sisyphus cooling, named after the eternally punished king

of Ephyra in Greek mythology.

2.3.2.2 Coherent scattering cooling

We now turn to another cooling setup where the transverse pumping beam is

switched on and the cavity pumping beam is switched o�, i.e. η = 0, ζ 6= 0. In

this case equation 2.67 turns into

ȧ(t) = [i∆eff − κ] a(t) + iζh(x, y, z)f ∗(x, y, z). (2.80)

For simplicity reasons, we again assume a one dimensional mode function f(z) =

cos(kz) and set the beam pump h(x(t)) = 1. The derivation then follows the steps

from the previous chapter, therefore we will limit ourselves to state the friction force

[69]

Ffric(v) = 4~kκζ2 kv∆

[(∆− kv)2 + κ2][(∆ + kv)2 + κ2]
. (2.81)

The particle scatters light velocity dependent into the cavity. For correctly chosen

∆ the light is resonant with the cavity and can lead to a cooling force. So far, there

is not much di�erence to before. But let us compare the two friction forces 2.78 and

2.81. For proper comparison we will choose the two pumping beams to be equally

strong, i.e. ζ = ηU0/κ. This is visualized in Figure 11. Apart from obvious stronger

forces, coherent scattering cooling also allows for cooling of particles with velocities

|kv| � κ. The cooling peaks are broader, thus e�ectively increasing the range of

particles that can be e�ciently cooled. For higher detunings the maximum simply

moves towards higher velocities, but the maximum force stays about the same. On

the other hand, for cavity pumping the maximum friction force rapidly decreases

for larger detuning.
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 11: Comparison of arising cooling forces between longitudinal laser pumping
(orange curves) and pumping via coherent scattering from a transverse beam (blue curves)
for di�erent detunings ∆. Plotted is the force in arbitrary units vs. kv in units of κ.
Coherent scattering cooling gives rise to higher forces, scales superior with ∆ and has a
broader e�ective cooling range. Reproduced from [69].

2.3.3 Cavity locking mechanisms

Since optical cavities are very frequency selective, over-time precision tuning be-

tween the laser frequency and the cavity length is necessary. This is called cavity

locking. Cavities are prone to 'fall out of lock', i.e. parameters change such that

the cavity is weakly populated or not driven at all. There are several contributing

factors that have to be accounted for, happening on di�erent time scales. We have

to di�erentiate between fast �uctuations and long-term drifts. First, we have slow

changes in cavity length or laser frequency due to variations in temperature or pres-

sure. Secondly, there are the fast �uctuations, caused by e.g. acoustic disturbances.

In principle, there are two ways to stabilize a cavity. On the one hand, we can

modulate the laser frequency to match the cavity resonance at any given time. Most

lasers are frequency tunable and can be fed an electrical feedback signal. On the

other hand, we can also alter the cavity resonance frequency, i.e. changing the cavity

length, to match the laser output frequency. This is commonly done by attaching

a piezoelectric element to one cavity mirror. Either way, we require a fast feedback

loop with strong signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Side-of-fringe locking

The simplest way to implement cavity locking is to use the slope to either side of the

cavity transmission signal. We assume a driving laser with frequency ωL pumping a

detuned cavity with resonance ωC = ωL+ ∆ and linewidth κ. The transmitted laser

power depends on the detuning ∆ and is modi�ed by the cavity transfer function
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 12: Basic side-of-fringe locking setup. A photodiode (DET) detects the power
transmitted through the cavity. Any change in relative frequency between laser and cav-
ity resonance results in a proportional change in transmitted power. The signal is low-
pass �ltered (LP) and fed back to the laser to modify its output frequency. PID is the
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller that employs the feedback and FI is a
Faraday isolator to avoid back-re�exes into the laser.

[64]

T (∆) =
(κ/2)2

(κ/2)2 + ∆2
. (2.82)

Small changes in relative frequency between laser and cavity resonance result in

a proportional change in transmitted power. Therefore, side-of-fringe locking con-

verts frequency �uctuations ∆ω into relative intensity �uctuations ∆I/I. The error

signal can then be fed back to the laser or used to drive a piezo element (Figure 12).

However, this technique can only lock o�-resonance, as the signal is symmetric

about resonance, thus the name side-of-fringe. If the locking point were exactly on

resonance, the intensity would decrease to either side of the signal and there would

be no telling whether to increase or decrease the frequency [71].

Another drawback to this scheme lies in the fact that it is unable to distinguish

between intensity change caused by frequency �uctuations and actual intensity �uc-

tuations of the laser itself. Moreover, the error signal strongly depends on the

locking point ∆0 (Figure 13), therefore making this scheme unfavorable if the set

point changes regularly. For side-of-fringe locking, this implies re-optimization of

the lock parameters. This scheme is also not very well suited for high-�nesse cavi-

ties, since they have a small linewidth. Due to the steepness of the fringe the cavity

falls easily out of lock.

Furthermore, since any frequency �uctuations result in intracavity power �uctua-

tions, this technique fundamentally implies a heating source for any particle trapped

in the cavity, thus setting a limit for cavity cooling.
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Figure 13: Side-of-fringe locking converts frequency �uctuations ∆ω into relative intensity
�uctuations ∆I/I. The error signal strongly depends on the locking point ∆0. Equal
frequency variation will result in di�erent intensity changes depending on the locking point
in frequency space (red vs green). Reproduced and adapted from [64].

Pound-Drever-Hall locking

If we want to lock 'on top' of a resonance, we need the derivative of the input signal.

This leads to an anti-symmetric error signal with a zero crossing at the resonance

frequency. This is generally obtained by introducing a modulation to the laser fre-

quency and multiplying the detection signal with the modulation input. For small

modulations of the laser frequency, this is called top-of-fringe locking. A more elabo-

rate scheme is provided by Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking [72], which uses much

higher modulation frequencies.

For PDH locking we drive the cavity with resonance frequency ωC with a laser at

frequency ωL (carrier), plus two weak sidebands at frequencies ωL ± ωS � κ. Since

the sidebands are far detuned from any cavity resonance, they are fully re�ected at

the mirror surfaces and acquire a phase shift ±π/2. The central frequency of the

laser ωL, however, is only partially re�ected and acquires a phase ϕr that is propor-

tional to the detuning ∆ = ωL−ωC . We can then mix this re�ected signal with the

re�ected sidebands and thus detect any drift in ∆ as a change in the relative phase

between carrier and sideband frequencies π/2− ϕr [64].

Let us now take a deeper look at the error signal obtained for PDH locking. The

electric �eld of the laser output can be written as Ei = E0 e
iωLt, where E0 ∈ C is the

complex amplitude. Upon re�ection at the cavity, the electric �eld takes the form
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Figure 14: Basic Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking setup. A frequency generator (FG)
generates two synchronized drive tones. The �rst is used to drive an electro-optical mod-
ulator (EOM) to create two sidebands on the laser carrier. An optical isolator, consisting
of a quarter-wave plate (λ/4) and a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), picks o� the re�ected
beam and send into a photodiode (DET). The signal is then mixed (MIX) with the second
FG drive, identical in frequency, but phase-shifted, to create an error signal. A low-pass
�lter (LP) isolates the low frequency signal that contains the derivative of the re�ected
intensity. This error signal is then fed back to the laser via a PID controller to lock its
frequency to the cavity resonance. HP...high-pass �lter, FI...Faraday isolator. Reproduced
and adapted from [64].

Er = F (∆) · Ei, where

F (∆) =
r ·
(
e
i ∆
∆νFSR − 1

)
1− r2e

i ∆
∆νFSR

, (2.83)

is the cavity re�ection funciton. We have assumed a symmetric cavity of length

L, with free spectral range ∆νFSR = c/2L and equal mirror re�ectivity r. Due to

the limited re�ectivity of the mirrors, there will always leak some light out of the

cavity. Therefore, the detected 're�ected' light actually consists of two beams: the

promptly re�ected and the leakage beam. Near resonance these two beams have

almost identical wavelength and intensity. Now, if the laser frequency coincides

perfectly with the cavity resonance, i.e. ∆ = 0, the two beams are exactly 180◦

out of phase. They interfere deconstructively and the re�ected beam vanishes. If

∆ 6= 0, they will still be out of phase but not by exactly 180◦. Therefore, some light

will be re�ected o� the mirror surface and its phase is a measure for the detuning

∆. This is where the sidebands come into play. Superimposing the sidebands with

the re�ected light creates a beatnote with frequency ωS, which we can detect with

a photodiode. From the phase of this pattern we can conclude the phase of the

re�ected light which in turn tells us to which side of the resonance frequency the

carrier is detuned [71].
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The sidebands are created from phase modulation of the carrier, e.g. by an

electro-optic modulator (EOM) or a Pockels cell. After phase modulation, the elec-

tric �eld of the beam can be described by [71]

Ei = E0 e
i(ωL+βsin(ωS)t)

≈ E0 [J0(β) + 2iJ1(β) sin(ωSt)] e
iωLt

= E0

[
J0(β) eiωLt + J1(β) ei(ωL+ωS)t − J1(β) ei(ωL−ωS)t

]
,

(2.84)

where β is the modulation depth and J0 and J1 are Bessel functions3. From the

last line of equation 2.84 we can see that indeed there are three beams contributing

to the �eld, the carrier with frequency ωL and the two sidebands at ωL ± ωS. The
electric �eld of the re�ected beam is then given by

Er = E0

[
F (∆)J0(β) eiωLt + F (∆ + ωS)J1(β) ei(ωL+ωS)t − F (∆− ωS)J1(β) ei(ωL−ωS)t

]
.

(2.85)

If we introduce the carrier power Pc = |E0|2J2
0 (β) and the �rst-order sideband

power Ps = |E0|2J2
1 (β), then the total power Pr = |Er|2 in the re�ected beam is

Pr = Pc|F (∆)|2 + Ps
(
|F (∆ + ωS)|2 + |F (∆− ωS)|2

)
+ 2
√
PcPsRe {F (∆)F ∗(∆ + ωS)− F ∗(∆)F (∆− ωS)} cos(ωSt)

− 2
√
PcPsIm {F (∆)F ∗(∆ + ωS)− F ∗(∆)F (∆− ωS)} sin(ωSt)

+ (2ωS terms).

(2.86)

The �rst line in equation 2.86 is minimal for ∆ = 0, i.e. perfect resonance, and

corresponds to the re�ected optical power of the carrier plus the sidebands. Line

two and three are terms that oscillate at at the modulation frequency ωS. This is

the beat pattern that samples the re�ected phase. This signal is then modulated by

a local oscillator ∝ cos(ωSt+ Θ) which gives us our error signal [64]:

Err(∆)√
PcPs

= −Re {χ(∆, ωS)} cosϕs − Im {χ(∆, ωS)} sinϕs (2.87)

3We have ignored oscillations at the second harmonic 2ωS as their modulation depth is negligible
for β < 1.
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Figure 15: Pound-Drever-Hall error signals. The signal depends on the relative phase ϕs
between the beatnote and the local oscillator. The strongest dependence on the the laser
frequency ωL is obtained for ϕs = π/2, where the response is out of phase (blue curve).
The in-phase (red curve) component of the error signal is obtained for ϕs = 0. The black
circle shows a detailed version of this error signal around zero crossing. However, due to
the large discrepancy in signal strength, the in-phase component is generally not used for
locking.
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where ϕs is the relative phase between the beatnote and the demodulation signal,

χ(∆, ωS) = F (∆)F ∗(∆ + ωS) − F ∗(∆)F (∆ − ωS). The in-phase (ϕs = 0) and out-

of-phase (ϕs = π/2) components of the error signal are the real and imaginary

part of χ(∆, ωS). A plot of the two components can be seen in Figure 15. From

this it becomes clear, that the in-phase term is only a viable error signal for small

modulations, as its zero crossing is small compared to the out-of-phase component.

For locking, the imaginary part of χ(∆, ωS) poses a much better option. The set

point is chosen such that ωL = ωC and the error function is ultimately given by [64]:

Err(∆) = −4
√
PcPs

∆

∆νFSR(1− r2)
, ∆� κ. (2.88)

Hänsch-Couillaud locking

Finally, we will quickly discuss a method that relies on a linear polarizer inside the

cavity to create an error signal, as �rst reported by Theodor Hänsch and Bernard

Couillaud in 1980 [73]. We will follow the steps of their initial proposal to discuss

this locking mechanism. An analogue to PDH locking is given as this scheme too

monitors an out-of-phase component of the light re�ected by the cavity. However,

for Hänsch-Couillard (HC) locking, this manifests in the occurrence of elliptical po-

larization.

We assume linearly polarized light, emitted by a laser at frequency ωL, imping-

ing on a cavity with resonance frequency ωC . Inside the cavity we place a linear

polarizer such that its transmission axis forms an angle Θ with the polarization

axis of the incoming beam. A schematic of an example setup can be seen in Figure

16. The incident light �eld can be separated into two orthogonal linearly polarized

components: one where the electric �eld vector is parallel to the transmission axis

of the linear polarizer and one where it is perpendicular. The electric �eld of the

two components is given by

E
(i)
‖ = E(i) cos Θ, E

(i)
⊥ = E(i) sin Θ, (2.89)

where E(i) = E0 e
iωLt is the complex �eld of the incident beam. The parallel

component corresponds to to the beam used in PDH locking. Depending on the

detuning ∆ = ωL − ωC it partially couples into the cavity and is partially re�ected

at the surface. Upon re�ection it acquires a phase shift proportional to ∆. We can

therefore write
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Figure 16: Schematic setup for Hänsch-Couillaud locking. Linearly polarized laser light
impinges on a cavity that has a linear polarizer (PO) inside. The transmission axis of the
polarizer forms an angle Θ with the polarization axis of the beam. The parallel component
of the incoming electric �eld acquires a phase shift proportional to the detuning ∆. For non-
zero detuning this results in elliptical polarization of the total re�ected beam. A quarter-
wave plate (λ/4) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) separate the beam in two orthogonal
linearly polarized beams whose intensities are individually detected by two photodiodes
D1 and D2. A subtractor takes the di�erence of the two intensities and creates an error
signal that is fed back to the laser. LP...low-pass �lter, PID...PID controller, FI...Faraday
isolator.

E
(r)
‖ = E

(i)
‖ ·

r ·
(
e
i ∆
∆νFSR − 1

)
1− r2e

i ∆
∆νFSR

 , (2.90)

where again we have assumed a symmetric cavity of length L, with free spectral

range ∆νFSR = c/2L and equal mirror re�ectivity r. The orthogonal part, on the

other hand, is simply re�ected at the cavity surface

E
(r)
⊥ = E

(i)
⊥ · r. (2.91)

and serves as the reference beam. For a non-zero detuning the parallel compo-

nent acquires a phase shift with respect to the perpendicular component. Thus the

re�ected beam will be elliptically polarized. The handedness of the polarization is

a measure for the sign of the detuning.

The detection arm of the setup consists of the following: the re�ected light �rst

goes through a quarter-wave plate (λ/4) and then impinges on a polarizing beam

splitter (PBS). The λ/4 plate is rotated such that its fast axis forms an angle of

45◦ with the polarization axis of one of the PBS outputs. To better understand the

e�ect of the quarter-wave plate we decompose the elliptically polarized light into

two counterrotating circularly polarized components. Now the λ/4 plate transforms

the circularly polarized parts into orthogonal linearly polarized beams. These are
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 17: Error signal Ia − Ib for Hänsch-Couillaud locking. The signal is maximized
for Θ = π/4. For ∆ = 0 the function has a zero crossing, thus providing the possibility to
lock on cavity resonance.

separated by the PBS and their intensities are individually detected by two photo-

diodes.

The error signal is then obtained by subtraction of the two intensities. For

convenient calculation of the intensities we assume rotation of the λ/4 plate such

that its fast axis is parallel to the polarization axis of the intracavity polarizer. The

detected intensities are of the form

Ia,b =
1

4
cε0

∣∣∣(E(r)
‖ ± iE

(r)
⊥

)∣∣∣2 . (2.92)

Combining equations 2.89 and 2.92 we �nd our error function

Err(∆) = Ia − Ib =
I(i)

2(1− r2)
sin(2Θ) cot

(
∆

2νFSR

)
. (2.93)

A plot of the error function can be seen in Figure 17. The amplitude of the

signal is maximized for Θ = π/4, and sin(2Θ) = 1. However, it can be useful to use

smaller Θ to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) if laser �uctuations are the

dominant noise source. For ∆ = 0 the function has a zero crossing and the signal

can be used to lock at ωL = ωC .
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 18: Example setup for homodyne detection. Part of the laser output is split o�
with a beam splitter (BS) and used as a local oscillator, the other part goes to the cavity.
The local oscillator is phase shifted via a piezo-controlled mirror (PZ-M). A quarter-wave
plate (λ/4) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) ensure that the beam is superimposed
with the cavity transmission (other con�gurations use the back-re�ex of the cavity). After
a 50 : 50 beam splitter two photodiodes D1 and D2 detect the transmitted and re�ected
parts of the BS. A subtractor calculates a di�erence signal between the two photodiodes.
Part of this signal is sent back to the piezo-mirror in a feedback loop (low-pass �lter LP
and PID lock), the other part (S) is sent to the readout device of choice.

2.3.4 Nanoparticle Detection

Homodyne and heterodyne detection

A similar idea as in Pound-Drever-hall locking can be implemented to detect the

position of a nanoparticle inside the cavity. Phase and amplitude of the cavity mode

contain information about the motion of the particle, so we have to extract one or

both of these quantities. Homodyne and heterodyne detection are two closely re-

lated ideas to achieve just that. The measurements are an ampli�ed detection for the

phase and amplitude quadrature. Depending on the phase di�erence between signal

and reference beam, one or both quantities can be measured. However, measuring

both amplitude and phase quadrature comes at the trade o� of reduced sensitivity

in both [64]. Commonly, the signal beam is either the light transmitted through or

re�ected o� the cavity.

In both detection schemes the cavity transmission (or re�ection) is superim-

posed with a strong local oscillator (LO). In homodyne detection the local oscillator

frequency equals the laser frequency, whereas in heterodyne measurement the two

frequencies di�er. Example setups can for the two methods can be seen in Figures
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 19: Example setup for heterodyne detection. Here the local oscillator beam is
frequency shifted by a frequency generator (FG) driven electro-optical modulator (EOM).
Similar to homodyne detection a quarter-wave plate (λ/4) and a BS superimpose the cavity
transmission with the local oscillator which are subsequently detected by two photodiodes
D1 and D2. The di�erence signal is then mixed (MIX) with a second drive tone of the FG
and the total signal (S) kann be read out.

18 (homodyne) and 19 (heterodyne). In either way, the two beams are brought to

interference and are detected. It is common practice to use a balanced photodetec-

tion method instead of a single detector in order to get rid of excess noise of the

local oscillator that would otherwise a�ect the signal.

The electric �eld of a wave satisfying the wave equation can be described by two

quadrature amplitudes X1 and X2 [74]:

E(r, t) = E0 [X1(r, t) cos (ωt) +X2(r, t) sin (ωt)] . (2.94)

X1 and X2 can be expressed in terms of the real and imaginary part of the

complex amplitude α(r, t):

X1(r, t) = α(r, t) + α∗(r, t) (2.95)

X2(r, t) = −i [α(r, t)− α∗(r, t)] . (2.96)

Fluctuations in amplitude and phase of the wave correspond to �uctuations in

the quadratures, δX1 and δX2. The time-dependent complex amplitude of the wave

can then be expressed as
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

α(t) = α + δX1 + iδX2. (2.97)

In the regime of small �uctuations, i.e. α � δX1,2(t), δX1 and δX2 describe

the changes in amplitude and phase and are called the amplitude and phase quadra-

tures, respectively.

We can now use equation 2.97 to time-dependently describe the complex ampli-

tudes αC and αLO [75]:

αC(t) = αC + δX1C(t) + iδX2C(t) (2.98)

αLO(t) = [αLO + δX1LO(t) + iδX2LO] eiΦLO (2.99)

where eiΦLO accounts for the relative phase di�erence between the two ampli-

tudes. This phase di�erence is generally obtained by changing the path length of

the oscillator arm via a piezo-controlled mirror (see Figures 18 and 19). We assume

α � δX1, i.e. the waves �uctuate only little around α. Furthermore, we assume

a strong local oscillator signal α2
LO � α2

C . The intensities detected by the two

photodiodes are described by

|αD1,2|2 =
∣∣∣√1/2 [αLO(t)± αC(t)]

∣∣∣
= 1/2

[
|αLO(t)|2 ± αLO(t)α∗C(t)± αC(t)α∗LO(t) + |αC(t)|2

]
≈ 1/2

[
|αLO|2 + 2αLOδX1LO(t)± 2αLO (δX1C(t) cos ΦLO + iδX2C(t) sin ΦLO)

]
(2.100)

In the last line we have neglected cross terms αLOα∗C and αCα∗LO compared to

|αLO|2, αCδX and conjugates compared to αLOδX and conjugates and any terms

O(δX2). The di�erence of the two detector intensities is then given by

I−(t) ≈ 2αLO (δX1C(t) cos ΦLO + iδX2C(t) sin ΦLO) . (2.101)

And indeed local oscillator �uctuations are completely suppressed. However, we

can detect the phase and amplitude quadratures of the cavity light �eld, precisely

what we were looking for. Moreover, the result is ampli�ed, as the intensity scales

with the amplitude of the local oscillator. Note that depending on the choice of

phase di�erence ΦLO, either one of the quadratures can be suppressed, resulting in
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

higher sensitivity for the other.

Heterodyne detection follows the same principle. We simply change the local

oscillator from a beam with the same frequency as the laser beam, to one with a

di�erent frequency ωLO = ωL + ωH . As long as ωH is within the detection range

of the photodetector, the resulting detection signal will be a beat note at frequency

ωH .

Scattered light detection

Another method to extract information about the particle's motion is by means of

the the light scattered o� the particle. A particle inside the cavity scatters a portion

of the light into free space. The scattered light �eld depends on the intracavity

intensity |a(t)|2 as well as the coupling of the particle's motion to the light �eld

|u(~r, t)|2. By additionally measuring the �eld transmitted through the cavity we

can extract the coupling

|u(~r, t)|2 = cos2(kz(t)) · exp

(
−2

x2(t) + y2(t)

w2
0

)
, (2.102)

where w0 is the waist and k = 2π/λ. However, by just looking at the coupling,

there is no knowing of where the particle is located in cavity with respect to z

as this motion induces a periodic modulation of the signal. This problem can be

circumvented by pumping of an additional mode. The higher order mode has a

slightly di�erent k-value which results in a z-dependent relative phase di�erence to

the fundamental mode. Otherwise, we have to assume that the particle enters the

cavity at z = 0. The quality of this approximation can be increased by placing the

detection �ber close to the waist.

We now assume that particles are launched by some mechanism (see chapter 3)

and enter the cavity �eld with a forward velocity along x, i.e. |vx| � |vy|. The

normalized scattering signal in direction orthogonal to both the cavity axis as well

as the polarization direction, is then given by [76]

SN(t) = cos2(kz(t)) · exp

(
−2

x2(t)

w2
0

)
. (2.103)

First, let's assume a fast particle. i.e. the kinetic energy along x and z is much

greater than the optical potential. The particle will then be hardly a�ected by the

cavity and we can assume constant velocities vx and vz for the transition through

the cavity �eld. A signal for such a case can be seen in Figure 20. From the tem-

poral 1/e2 width tx of the Gaussian envelope we can extract the forward velocity

vx = w0/tx for a given beam waist w0. The modulation of the Gaussian is attributed
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2. Optical cooling of nanoparticles

Figure 20: Simulated normalized scattering signal for a particle with high kinetic energy
traversing a cavity with waist w0 = 60µm pumped by a laser with wavelength λ = 1550nm.
The 1/e2 width tx of the Gaussian envelope gives a forward velocity of vx = 25m/s. The
modulation of the Gaussian is caused by the particle's motion along z as it runs over
the standing wave. From the time it takes the particle to travel one wavelength (2tz) we
determine an axial velocity of vz = 2m/s.

to the transverse motion of the particle along z as it runs along the standing light

wave. We can therefore obtain the velocity along z via vz = λ/2tz, where 2tz is the

time it takes the particle to travel one wavelength.

For particles with small kinetic energies the velocity changes while interacting

with the cavity light �eld. An exemplary signal can be seen in Figure 21. Due to the

slower forward velocity of vx = 3m/s the particle has more time to interact with the

cavity �eld. While it still freely traverses the cavity, its transversal motion is cooled.

This is indicated by an asymmetric modulation of the Gaussian envelope, as it takes

the particle longer to run over the standing wave at lower transversal velocity. At

some point towards the cavity center, where the trap depth increases, the particle's

kinetic energy is low enough to be trapped in one dimension. Oscillation around the

anti-node can be seen as local non-zero minima of the sinusoidal modulation. These

minima can be interpreted as the turning points of the oscillation. The extended

minimum just before that corresponds to the last free transit through a node where

the particle has barely enough energy to escape. Once the particle is far enough

from the cavity center where the trap depth is lower than the kinetic energy, the

particle can again freely run over the standing wave.
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2.3. Cavity optomechanics

Figure 21: Simulated normalized scattering signal for a particle with low kinetic energy
traversing the same cavity as before. From the Gaussian envelope we determine a forward
velocity of vx = 3m/s. When entering the cavity the particle has a transverse velocity
vz = 0.5m/s. Due to the longer interaction time the particle is now cooled by the cavity.
This is indicated by the asymmetry of the modulation of the Gaussian envelope. We
determine an exit velocity of vz = 0.3m/s, which implies a velocity reduction of ∼ 1.7.
Stronger cooling would result in a more distinct asymmetry. At �rst, the particle freely
runs over the standing wave. After approximately 20µs the particle is trapped in one
dimension and oscillates about the anti-node. In this case the scattered intensity does not
drop to zero anymore. The last free transit through a node corresponds to the extended
local minimum, as the particle has just enough kinetic energy to 'escape'.
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3 Loading mechanisms for levitated

optomechanics

Successfully loading a particle into the trap is the �rst step in any levitated op-

tomechanics experiment. And even though it is such a crucial part, almost 50 years

after Arthur Ashkin's pioneering experiments [8], it is still surprisingly challenging

to controllably do so.

There are several reasons as to why. For one, the trap volume is generally very

small. Assuming a Gaussian beam pro�le, the trap depth falls o� exponentially

radially as well as axially. For tightly focused optical tweezers the focal volume is

on the order of λ3 (tweezers wavelength λ), a particle entering the light �eld at a

distance larger than ∼ λ away from the trap center can therefore not be captured

[56]. Optical cavities are more forgiving, here the de�ning factor is the mode volume

Vm = πw2
0L/4, where w0 is the minimal beam waist and L is the length of the cavity.

While particles can be captured in anti-nodes away from the position of the waist

[77], it gets exponentially harder the further o�.

Properly controlling the velocity of the particles poses another di�culty. Due to

the conservative nature of the dipole force, a particle will simply traverse the optical

trap if no external forces are present. Furthermore, if the sum of the kinetic and

potential energies of the particle is greater than the optical potential of the trap,

the particle will also pass through the light �eld.

Both problems can be circumvented by exploiting the frictional damping of the

surrounding medium to slow down the particle, both before and inside the cavity

or tweezers. However, for frictional damping to be su�cient, the particles have to

be adequately slow in the �rst place. In principle, the environment can be arbi-

trary. While capturing particles in more viscous mediums, e.g. water, can been

done [18], optomechanical motion manipulation is limited. The next best bet would

be a gaseous environment. Stokes friction in air is given by Fair = 6πηairRv, where

ηair [78] is the viscosity of air and R and v radius and velocity of the particle re-

spectively, is, however, about 50 times lower than in water [79]. This impacts the

maximum velocity allowed in order for the particle to still be trapped, as it enters

the previous equation linearly. Even so, injecting a bu�er gas can assist this process,

as the particles can be cooled by elastic collision with the gas molecules [37, 60].

There are other ways to circumvent the problems posed above. For one, we have

already established that optical cavities can slow down and trap particles. Another
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3.1. Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer

Figure 22: Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer as a particle source for levitated optome-
chanics. Ultrasonic vibrations acoustically break the van der Waals' bond between the
particles and the glass surface and launch the particles.

way is to trigger the optical trapping potential only once the particle is near the trap

center. If the trap depth is large enough, the particle cannot overcome the potential

barrier. In either case the kinetic energy of the particle has to be su�ciently low,

i.e. a soft launching mechanism is required.

Many optomechanical experiments operate in (ultra-)high vacuum (UHV). Cool-

ing of a levitated nanoparticle to the motional quantum ground state has recently

been reported at a pressure of ∼ 10−6 mbar [39]. For direct trapping in UHV a soft

launching mechanism is needed, as there is no surrounding gas to slow the particles

down. However, even for a strongly pumped high-�nesse cavity4 this would mean a

maximum forward velocity of vmax = 0.8m/s. Alternatively, one could use gravity

to their advantage, i.e. launching the particles upwards and placing the optical trap

near the turning point. Most techniques currently used, however, have signi�cant

�aws when operated in UHV. Thus, commonly, the experiment is started at ambient

pressure, and, after successfully trapping a particle, subsequently evacuated.

In this chapter I will present the most prominent currently used mechanisms.

I will outline their advantages and drawbacks and try to emphasize on why a new

particle source would be bene�cial for the whole �eld of levitated optomechanics.

3.1 Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer

Arthur Ashkin in 1971 [9] used a piezoelectric ceramic cylinder to shake o� a single

∼ 15−25µm glass sphere o� a glass plate. Applying voltage to certain materials re-

4Calculations done for λ = 1560nm, 400W intracavity power, 330 000�nesse, w0 = 65µm waist
and a silicon particle with R = 150nm. Specs from [62]
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3. Loading mechanisms for levitated optomechanics

sults in deformation of the element, a phenomenon called the converse piezoelectric

e�ect [80]. The piezoelectric element sets up vibrations in the glass plate and acous-

tically breaks the van der Waals' bond between the particle and the glass surface

[9]. A schematic of a simple source based on this high-power piezoelectric ultrasonic

transducer can be seen in Figure 22.

The acceleration needed to overcome the van der Waals' force can be calculated

via the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) model [81, 82] of elastic contact. The

pull-o� force needed to separate a spherical particle from a �at surface is given by

[83, 84]

FPS = 4πRγ, (3.1)

where R is the radius of the particle and γ the e�ective adhesion surface energy.

Thus the required acceleration for a spherical particle of mass m and density ρp

reads:

a =
FPS
m

=
4πRγ

4
3
πR3ρp

∝ 1

R2
. (3.2)

Hence, smaller particles require larger acceleration to overcome the van der

Waals' bond. In the case of Arthur Ashkin's ∼ 20µm glass spheres this amounts

to a force of ∼ 104 g [8]. For a silica sphere of radius R = 1µm, the acceleration is

already on the order of 108 g [53].

Another advantage of a piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer is its reliability to

launch isolated particles instead of clusters. The adhesive force between two spheres

of radii R1 and R2 can be derived from equation 3.1, by substituting the single

particle radius R = R1R2/(R1 + R2) [81]. For two identical particles of radius RP

this results in

FPP = 2πRPγ, (3.3)

which is only half of the pull-o� force between a particle and a �at surface.

Therefore, particles will separate from each other before detaching from the glass

surface. More often than not, this will result in single particle launching. However,

particles cannot be launched across the whole surface of the coverslip, as due to the

vibrations a standing wave forms on the glass. Consequently, there are areas with

larger vibrational amplitudes that can launch particles (anti-nodes), and regions

that cannot (nodes) [53]. Notably, the particles should be applied dry (or dried

before launching), as moisture increases the adhesion of the particles to the surface
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3.2. Nebulizer

[85]. These phenomena were observed in the group of Mark Raizen at the University

of Texas at Austin [60].

Conclusively, while ultrasonic vibrations o�er an easy way to launch microparti-

cles, the strongest limitation of this source lies in its minimal launchable particle size.

Typically, this is Rmin ∼ 1µm [56], therefore the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer

cannot be used for nanoparticles.

3.2 Nebulizer

Another simple, yet e�ective approach uses a nebulizer to evaporate highly diluted

(nano-)particles [86]. This technique is easy to set up and standard medical neb-

ulizers can be used. While there are many di�erent commercial nebulizers, the

most suitable as a nanoparticle source are the ultrasonic (Figure 23a) and the mesh

nebulizer (Figure 23b). The ultrasonic one essentially consists of a piezoelectric

transducer with a mesh on top. Liquid can be inserted in between the two compo-

nents. The piezoelement pushes the solution through the grid and creates an aerosol

with droplet sizes of several µm. The mesh nebulizer functions similarly, but here

the grid itself vibrates and breaks up the liquid [87, 88].

While for medical purposes the aerosol is generally inhaled, here the purpose is

to trap particles - ideally without any liquid around them. Ethanol droplets quickly

evaporate under standard conditions and leave an airborne particle behind, thus

serving as a potent diluter. The concentration of the solution can be opted such

that on average there is one or no particle in a single droplet [56]. Attaching a nozzle

to the nebulizer allows for more precise injection of the aerosol. Additionally, the

design of the nozzle also impacts the number of particles in the aerosol [86].

This technique has proven e�ective for a number of di�erent experiments. Par-

ticles of various sizes have been successfully trapped, ranging from 75 nm [89] to

several µm [86]. The �rst subkelvin parametric feedback cooling of a silica sphere

[57] was also reported using this launching technique.

However, this source has several drawbacks. Sputtering of the optical elements

of the trap by excess particles is a problem. Additionally, this loading mechanism

requires ambient pressure to function in the �rst place [57]. Moreover, when aim-

ing for ultrahigh vacuum the sprayed aerosol contaminates the chamber such that

it becomes di�cult to pump to low pressures [90]. To circumvent this problem a
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3. Loading mechanisms for levitated optomechanics

Figure 23: Working principle of two commercial medical nebulizers with a nozzle attached
to them. (a) Ultrasonic nebulizer. A piezoelectric transducer pushes a liquid through a
mesh and creates µm sized droplets. (b) Mesh nebulizer. Similarly, the solution is broken
up by vibrations of the grid.

load-lock mechanism was developed [89]. This technique uses a mobile active feed-

back optical trap to transfer a particle in free space from one chamber to another.

A particle initially trapped via the nebulizer under ambient pressure can thus be

moved from the contaminated chamber to a high vacuum environment in another.

Nonetheless, this setup has the disadvantage of a bulky setup and slow duty cycle

at low pressure [90].

3.3 Hollow-core photonic crystal �ber conveyor belt

There is the possibility of using a two-step process to load an experiment. Similar

to the load-lock, particles can be transferred inside a hollow-core �ber [91]. Two

identical Gaussian laser beams (same power, wavelength and polarization) that are

coupled in on opposite ends of a hollow-core photonic crystal �ber (HCPCF) form a

standing light wave inside the HCPCF and can function as an optical conveyor belt.

The eigenmode pro�le of such a �ber is best approximated by linear polarized modes

(LPmn). If perfectly aligned, only the fundamental LP01 mode is excited, which has

a similar intensity distribution as a Gaussian beam. A detailed description of the

mode structure in HCPCFs, theoretical background and experimental setup is given
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3.3. Hollow-core photonic crystal �ber conveyor belt

Figure 24: Schematic setup for a two-step loading mechanism including a hollow-core
photonic crystal �ber (HCPCF) conveyor belt. A particle is initially trapped in the HCPCF
via nebulizer in vacuum chamber one (VC1) at ambient pressure p1. The particle can then
be transferred from the �rst to the second vacuum chamber VC2 by means of the HCPCF
over a length L. The secondary chamber is evacuated to a pressure p2 and contains the
desired experiment to load. Reproduced and adapted from [40]

in [40].

Once a particle is trapped, it can be moved along the �ber axis by introducing a

frequency detuning ∆ between the two lasers. This causes a movement of the stand-

ing light wave that drags the particle along. The velocity of the trapped particle is

approximately v ≈ ∆λ/2, and the direction of the movement is given by the sign of

the detuning [91]. Previous free space conveyor belts were limited to distances on

the order of the Rayleigh length [92], whereas this approach is limited by the �ber

length, which can be several meters [40].

A schematic of a possible setup with an HCPCF loading mechanism can be seen

in Figure 24 [40]. The experiment consists of two chambers, connected by the �ber.

First, the particle is trapped in the primary chamber at ambient pressure p1. While

any method can be used for initial trapping, the nebulizer technique is the easiest

and contamination of the vacuum chamber is irrelevant. Once trapped, the particle

can be transferred from the �rst chamber to the second via the HCPCF conveyor

belt. The secondary chamber contains the optomechanical experiment and is evac-

uated. The minimal achievable pressure p2 in the second chamber depends on the

core diameter dc and length of the �ber L, as the di�erence in pressure between the

two chambers ∆p scales like ∆p ∝ p2 ·L/d3
c . Chosen correctly, an ultra-high vacuum

level of 10−10 mbar has been achieved [40].
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A hollow-core photonic crystal �ber conveyor belt o�ers a new potential pos-

sibility to load nanoparticles into ultra-high vacuum. It is capable of loading an

experiment with a single particle on demand, thus preventing any contamination

of chamber and optical equipment. Transport of particle has been shown for par-

ticles of various sizes, ranging from 71.5 nm [40] to 960 nm [91]. Furthermore, it

has the advantage over a load-lock mechanism of being more �exible and having

better throughput. However, until now, stable trapping of particles in the HCPCF,

as well as outside of it, has not been successful below ∼ 0.1mbar [40]. This is a

phenomenon observable in many a levitation experiment [37, 54, 93, 94] and can be

stabilized by 3D-feedback cooling.

3.4 Laser-induced desorption

A laser-induced desorption (LID) based approach provides an alternative to the

piezoelectric transducer in order to overcome the van der Waals' bond between par-

ticles and substrate. A nanosecond pulsed laser is focused5 on the backside of a

substrate and launches particles on the front close to the focal spot (Figure 25).

The sample can be bulk material [38], particles coated on an opaque thin metal foil

[76] or tailor-made nanoparticles etched into a wafer [70]. Launching from a plain

wafer is a sort of brute force way, as the material has to be cracked at the surface

and there is hardly any control of particle size or shape. Coating of nanoparticles

or nanofabricated structures o�er a more elegant solution.

The physics behind the launching process is up for debate. One explanation

is called laser-induced acoustic desorption, a technique well-known in biophysics

[95, 96]. Here, the irradiation causes acoustic shock-waves in the material that

are strong enough to overcome the van der Waals' potential and lift the particles

up. Another theory is based on laser-induced thermomechanical stress (LITHMOS).

Laser-induced stress causes deformation of the substrate and for large enough en-

ergies microscopic cracks can be seen on the top side of the sample. These cracks

serve as launching sites for particles of arbitrary shapes and sizes [38].

The velocity distribution of particles launched via laser-induced desorption can

be in�uenced by substrate material or thickness. Typical values of forward veloci-

ties range from 5 − 30m/s [70]. Signi�cant change is observed when the free-�ight

particles are exposed to an electric �eld. This is because particles launched via laser-

5Typical values are: spot size ∼ 100µm, wavelength 532 nm, pulse energies 1− 3mJ and pulse
duration 6 ns [62].
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3.4. Laser-induced desorption

Figure 25: Schematic illustration of the working principle of laser-induced desorption
(LID). Illuminating the back side of a sample with a pulsed laser launches particles from
the front side.

induced desorption are generally charged [97]. This raises another problem when

loading an optical cavity. Clusters of particles have been observed to contaminate

the mirrors, as they are attracted by the charged mirror surfaces. Again, an electric

�eld can counter this problem, although at the detriment of the slowest particle

forward velocity6. Ultimately, particles launched by LID are again too fast to be

directly trapped below modest vacuum pressure.

For other experiments, however, charged particles can be very useful. Indeed,

loading of a Paul trap directly in high vacuum has recently been reported [90].

The method combined laser-induced desorption with temporal control of the trap

potential and allowed for particle trapping at pressures around ∼ 10−7 mbar. Even

so, for experiments relying on gradient forces for trapping, or if neutral particles are

required, the search of an UHV compatible source continues.

6A detailed analysis of forward velocities and the impact of substrate material, thickness as well
as potential di�erence is given in Appendix B of [70].
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4 Laser printing of nanoparticles

4.1 Motivation

Nanotechnology has come a long way since Richard Feynman's famous 1959 lec-

ture "There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom" [98]. A Google search of the word

"nanoparticles" now yields almost 38 Million results. In medicine, nanoparticles can

act as drug delivery systems [99] or imaging contrast agents [100]. In physics and

biology, nanoparticles make an interesting candidate for sensing applications. Noble

metal nanoparticles can support collective electron oscillations after excitation with

light, an optical phenomenon called localized surface plasmons. The resonance fre-

quency of these plasmon oscillations strongly depends on size and geometry of the

nanoparticle, thus making them attractive for real-time sensor technologies [101�

103]. Levitated silica nanoparticles can be used for zeptonewton force sensing [42]

and silicon nanorods have been proposed as torque sensors with an estimated sensi-

tivity down to 10−22 Nm [43].

These are only a few entries in a long list of possible applications of nanopar-

ticles. Therefore, a fabrication method with precise control over sizes, shapes and

positions is of utmost importance. This is why the quantumoptics group of Boris

Chichkov in Hanover has worked on a new nanoparticle creation process. It is based

on a laser-printing method that is long used in bioengineering. By irradiation with

short laser pulses proteins [104, 105], living cells [106, 107] or tissue [108, 109] can

be printed in arbitrary patterns. They adapted this technique to create spherical

nanoparticles of various materials, including silicon [110, 111], gold [112], titanium

[113] and germanium [114].

As established in chapter 3, a good and suitable nanoparticle source for levitated

optomechanics is characterized by various parameters, including reliability, repro-

ducibility, possible particle size or vacuum-compatibility. The sources presented

before are state-of-the-art, yet none of them tick all the boxes - each one of them

has their advantages and drawbacks. Laser printing of nanoparticles has the ability

to create single particles in-situ and precisely deposit them. Paired with the fact

that this technique is highly reliable and the results are reproducible, it is an intrigu-

ing prospect as a source for levitated optomechanics. Left to question is, whether

or not such a source would be operable in (ultra-)high vacuum.
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4.2. Working principle

4.2 Working principle

Figure 26: Schematic working principle for laser-induced transfer. A femtosecond laser
is focused on a donor substrate and induces a melting process. Particles thus created
are ejected away from the surface and collected by a receiver, a�xed at a distance ∆z
away from the donor material:. (a) Laser-induced backward transfer (LIBT). Irradiation
of the donor happens through a transparent receiver substrate. (b) Laser-induced forward
transfer (LIFT). Irradiation of a thin metal layer through the transparent donor substrate.
Reproduced and adapted from [112].

The nanoparticle printing process described in this chapter uses sharply focused

femtosecond laser pulses. Depending on laser focus, pulse energy or donor material,

the particle generation process can be very di�erent - ranging from single speci-

men to countless small particles. It has been shown, that nanoparticles of various

materials can be precisely deposited on an arbitrary receiver substrate, and that

their radii can be freely adjusted between 100 and 800 nm [110�112]. For silicon it

has been demonstrated that by exposure to further femtosecond pulses, the initially

amorphous particles can be controllably crystallized [110, 115].

The basic working principle of this technique relies on the transfer of particles

from a donor substrate to a receiver substrate, separated by a distance ∆z. Typi-

cally, the donor is either a bulk sample of the material or a thin �lm coated on a

glass surface. A femtosecond laser is focused on the substrate and induces a melting

process. Particles thus created are ejected away from the surface and collected by

the receiver, in most cases another glass surface. There are two variants of this

process, distinguished by the direction of the ejection of the particles with respect

to the direction of the laser beam. The process where the particles are transferred in

the same direction as the laser beam is called laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT).
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4. Laser printing of nanoparticles

Figure 27: SEM image of a 60 nm gold �lm subsequent to fs-laser pulse irradiation. The
metal melts locally and a microbubble and a nanojet form. An almost perfectly spherical
particle on the tip of the back-jet forms when increasing the pulse energy. Taken from
[103].

If the particles are ejected in the opposite direction of the laser we talk about laser-

induced backward transfer (LIBT). Schematics of the two processes can be seen in

Figure 26.

Upon irradiation by an ultrashort laser pulse, electrons in the material absorb

the energy and are excited. For fs-pulses, the predominant mechanism for exciting

valence electrons into the conduction band is single photon absorption, as the photon

energy is generally larger than the bandgap. This carrier excitation is faster than the

thermalization that follows. Absorption of photons happens in the fs-regime, while

carrier-phonon scattering or thermal di�usion takes place on the pico- to nanosecond

timescale. [116].

Consequently, the laser induces melting of the donor material inside the beam spot

but not around it. This allows for a very controllable particle creation process.

The liquid-solid phase transition, and the density and volume changes that come

with it, cause strong temperature and pressure gradients in the material [103, 117].

These gradients, as well as the surface tension of the molten material, lead to the

deformation of the substrate and creation of structures. The exact process di�ers

from material to material. Generally, one has to distinguish between donors whose

density decreases during the phase transition solid-liquid, i.e. they expand while

melting, and materials whose density increases during this process. Noble metals

such as gold or silver belong to the �rst group, while semiconductors such as silicon
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4.2. Working principle

Figure 28: (a) Representation of �uid dynamics. Due to ultrafast heating the gold
�lm only melts locally. Gradient forces perpendicular to the solid-liquid interface push
the molten material away from the solid. (b) - (f) Schematic illustration of the melting
process for gold after fs-laser irradiation. Power is gradually increased with each picture.
First, hollow microbubbles form, then nanojets appear on top of the bump. Increase in
pulse energy leads to the formation of almost perfectly spherical particles on top of the
jet-like protrusion. These structures scale with the laser power. At a certain threshold the
spherical particle is ejected perpendicular to the gold surface. Idea from [118].

or germanium are representatives of the second group [103].

A particle generation process for gold can be seen in Figure 27 [103]. This scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 60 nm thin gold �lm after irradiation

with a single 30 fs laser pulse, was taken by the group of Boris Chichkov from the

Leibniz university in Hanover. The fs-laser pulse locally melts the metal and leads

to the formation of a microbubble and a nanojet (Fig 28).

The gradient forces mentioned earlier are perpendicular to the solid-liquid in-

terface and push the molten material away from the solid (Fig. 28 a). Due to the

surface tension of the liquid gold the hollow bumps form (Fig. 28 b). With increas-

ing molten material nanojets form on top of the microbubbles (Fig. 28 c) [117, 118].

With further increase of the laser power, the surface tension induces the shaping

of almost perfectly spherical particles on the tip of the nanojets (Fig. 28 d). The

�uid dynamics in this system seem to be very similar to those of a droplet hitting

a liquid surface. The sizes of the protrusions scale with laser power, as the amount

of molten material increases (Fig. 28 e). The particle can be separated from the

jet and ejected perpendicular to the metal surface by surpassing a certain energy
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4. Laser printing of nanoparticles

Figure 29: (a) SEM image of 40 nm silicon sputtered on glass after irradiation by a
single 257 fs laser pulse (λ = 515 nm). The lique�ed silicon forms a toroidal ring around
a material depression. (b) At higher pulse energies the ring breaks up and countless very
small particles are launched towards the receiver substrate.

threshold (Fig. 28 f) [103, 119].

The result is a reliable and reproducible particle source that can print with extraor-

dinary spacial accuracy. Additionally, the particle size can be precisely controlled

via the pulse energy, laser focus and donor layer thickness [103, 112].

This process, however, changes when using a donor material whose density in-

creases while melting, for example silicon. The reduction of volume of the molten

material leads to a depression on the surface of the material. Contrary to gold,

the liquid silicon does not form a nanojet in the center, but a toroidal ring around

the depression, given a Gaussian beam pro�le. This happens because liquid silicon

moves to regions with lower intensity in the focus area. Towards the center of the

focal spot, i.e. regions with higher intensity, the silicon is heated up more strongly

compared to the outer parts. Therefore, the material in the middle has lower surface

tension [120, 121] and molten silicon thus moves towards colder regions [103, 119].

The resulting ring can be seen in Figure 29 a. Depicted is a SEM image of 40 nm

silicon sputtered on glass after irradiation by a single 257 fs laser pulse (λ = 515 nm).

With increasing pulse energy the toroid breaks up in countless very small particles

that are ejected towards the receiver substrate (Figure 29 b) [111].

Moser et. al [122] classify three di�erent regimes to describe this process, de-

pending on the laser intensity (their work was done at λ = 1040nm, pulse length of

380 fs). They distinguish between the Low Fluence Regime, Middle Fluence Regime

and Hydrodynamic Motion. The low �uence regime (I < 2 J/cm2) is characterized
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4.2. Working principle

Figure 30: Ablation regimes for silicon after single pulse irradiation (pulse duration
257 fs, upper row: λ = 1030 nm, lower row: λ = 515 nm,). Upper Row: In the low
�uence regime little to no ablation occurs. However, surface modi�cation is clearly visible.
Lower Row: In the middle �uence regime we observe notable material ablation and the
formation of a toroidal ring. With increasing intensity the ablation depth increases and
more material is ejected. All scale bars are 500 nm.

by a central melt region, followed by a re-solidi�cation zone. While material de-

formation is clearly visible, close to no ablation is observed. When entering the

middle �uence regime (2 − 4 J/cm2) the ablation depth increases and notable ma-

terial ablation occurs. In this regime. At even greater intensities (I > 4 J/cm2)

signi�cant hydrodynamic motion arises and the material ablation further increases.

In our experiments we did not encounter hydrodynamic motion as described by

Moser et. al. We attribute this to the fact that the ablation depth of > 150nm

[122] exceeds the thickness of our samples. SEM images of the observed ablation

morphology stages can be seen in Figure 30. The upper row shows images of a

50 nm silicon-on-insulator wafer after irradiation by a single 257 , λ = 1030nm laser

pulse (left: 0.23 J/cm2, right: 0.36 J/cm2). The similar experimental conditions as

in [122] allow for easy classi�cation in the low �uence regime. For larger intensities

we switched to a 40 nm silicon sputtered on glass sample to avoid side e�ects at the

Si-SiO2 junction. Already at 0.76 J/cm2 (bottom left) we observe the formation of

a toroidal ring similar to Figure 29 a, however with little to no visible ablation at

the center. We conclude that this image was taken near the transition from low to

middle �uence regime. At 1.8 J/cm2 (bottom right) we observe signi�cant ablation

at the center, clearly placing this process in the middle �uence regime. The bottom

row images were taken after irradiation by a single λ = 515nm pulse (still 257 fs

pulse duration), which could explain the discrepancy in threshold intensity when

compared to Moser et. al.
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4. Laser printing of nanoparticles

Figure 31: Impact sites on a 50 nm SOI wafer for di�erent pulse energies (λ = 515 nm,
pulse length 257 fs). (a) For lower pulse energies the particle produced sticks to the donor
surface. Here, the melting area is measured to be ∼ 1µm. The cracks in the surface are
an artifact of the SEM measurement, as the sample is gold metallised. (b) At higher pulse
energies the particle is ejected away from the surface. The crater left behind is clearly
visible.

Figure 32: Schematic printing process of silicon particles. In this case the base material is
silicon-on-insulator (SOI). A thin layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) separates the bulk silicon
from a thin silicon donor layer and thus limits the melting depth. The generated particles
are launched upwards and collected by a receiver substrate. Reproduced and adapted from
[110].

For any pulse energy, the statistical distribution of sizes of particles created by

the process described before is very broad. Therefore, there is no reliability in, or
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control of, particle diameters. Furthermore, shapes and numbers are uncontrollable

and spacial precision is only available for the whole speck of particles. While this

method allows for printing of even smaller particles, the lack of control makes this

method less appealing.

There are methods to circumvent these problems. In order to create single parti-

cles the liquid silicon has to aggregate at the center of the focal spot. One way to do

this, is to use a ring-shaped intensity distribution. While some of the liquid silicon

still migrates to the outer edge of the focal spot, more will garner at the center [111].

A more elegant solution is provided by silicon-on-insulator (SOI) as donor ma-

terial (Figure 32). Here, a thin layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) separates the bulk

silicon from a thin silicon donor layer. The SiO2 melts at much higher temperatures

and is una�ected during the melting process of the bulk silicon. It thus provides a

cold surface where the silicon can migrate to. This leads to accumulation of liquid

silicon at the center of the beam instead of a toroid at the outer edge. The molten

silicon then contracts to a single spherical droplet due to surface tension. Similar to

the particle generation process of noble metals, the nanoparticle has a momentum

pointing away from the surface and for high enough pulse energies the particle is

ejected (Figure 31 b). For lower energies the silicon �rst forms a nanobump (con-

trary to gold this bump is not hollow), later the spherical particle is formed, yet

sticks to the donor surface (see Figure 31 a) [110].

4.3 Experimental results

We use the second harmonic output (515 nm) of a Light Conversion PHAROS-PH1-

10W laser with a pulse length of 257 fs for our printing process. Our go-to laser

speci�cations are set to 10W and 100 kHz maximum repetition rate. We used three

di�erent substrates to test our setup: commercial silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers

with donor layers of 50 and 200 nm and 40 nm sputter coated silicon on silicon-

dioxide (Sp-Si). For the SOI samples we only attempted laser-induced backward

transfer (LIBT), whereas for Sp-Si we experimented with both LIBT and LIFT

(laser-induced forward transfer).

The basic optical setup for our experiment can be seen in Figure 33. Not depicted

is our in-situ interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT) detection setup which

will be described in chapter 5. At 100% emission a single laser pulse has an energy

of 100µJ , whereas for single particle generation pulse energies below ∼ 10 nJ are

required. Therefore, we weaken the beam via a set of neutral density (ND) �lters.
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4. Laser printing of nanoparticles

Figure 33: Simple schematic of a basic printing setup. We use a commercial femtosecond
laser with a center wavelength of 515 nm and a pulse length of 257 fs. A re�ective variable
neutral density �lter (V-ND) with a continuous optical density between 0 and 2 mitigates
the initial power by a factor of up to 100. Further attenuation by a factor of 100 is provided
by a set of �xed-value ND �lters (S-ND). The total system thus alters the laser pulses by a
factor of 9.5 · 10−5, thus achieving the desired pulse energies below 10 nJ. The laser beam
is subsequently focused onto the sample by a high-NA microscope objective. The printed
particles are collected on a coverslip for further evaluation.

The �rst is a re�ective set-value neutral density �lter7 (S-ND) that provides a mit-

igation factor of ∼ 100. The second ND-�lter8 (V-ND) is again of re�ective nature,

but has a variable, continuous optical density (OD) with a maximum value of 2

(reduction by another factor ∼ 100). The total system thus alters the laser pulses

by the desired factor of 9.5 · 10−5. The �lters are tilted as to avoid back-re�ection

in to the laser. Continuing from there, we only adjust the power of the laser itself.

A characterization of the single pulse energies depending on the attenuation factor

of the laser is given in Figure 34.

Subsequent to energy mitigation the laser is focused onto the substrate. Here

we tested three di�erent microscope objectives. The �rst9 has a numerical aperture

(NA) of 0.4, a magni�cation of 20 magni�cation and coverslip correction. Further-

more, we used one with 0.9NA, 40x magni�cation and also aberration correction10

and one with 0.95NA, 63x magni�cation but without aberration correction11. Com-

pared to the 0.9NA objective, the missing coverslip correction of the last objective

7Assembly of 1.0 + 0.6 + 0.4 optical density (OD) �lters out of Thorlabs NDK01
8Thorlabs NDC-100C-2
9Zeiss LD Plan-Neo�uar 20x/0,4 Korr Ph2 M27
10Zeiss EC "Plan-Neo�uar" 40x/0,9 Pol M27
11Zeiss "Achroplan" 63x/0,95 D=0 M27
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Figure 34: Single pulse energy depending on internal laser power attenuation factor.
Measurements were performed without any additional �lters.

resulted in roughly 2.5 times higher pulse energies needed to create particles of re-

latable size, thus making it e�ectively very similar to the one with only 0.4NA.

At standard pressure, we found that a distance of 5− 10µm between the coverslip

and the sample is ideal. Below 5µm, or for large pulse energies, the silicon is still

too squashy and will blob when hitting the glass surface. On the other hand, for

distances larger than 10µm, chances that the particle will ricochet o� the surface or

shatter on impact, drastically increases. Surprisingly, in our setup the most reliable

way to achieve this, is also the easiest - by simply putting the wafer on top of the

glass results in an average distance between 10 − 15µm. However, it is important

to use sturdy coverslips as more bendy ones will arc due to the weight of the wafer.

This will increase the average distance between sample and glass and makes pat-

terning much more tedious as the focus has to be constantly adjusted.

Typical printing patterns can be seen in Figure 35. On the left we can see the

impact pattern on a 40 nm Sp-Si sample. For reference and easier detection at the

scanning electron microscope (SEM) we �rst write a high-power horizontal line in

the wafer (distinct line bottom left). Then we typically shoot ten same-energy single

pulses vertically, switch column and decrease the energy. The resulting rectangular

pattern is easy to analyze and provides a variety of di�erent particles. The printed

particles are collected on the coverslip and can be analyzed at the SEM. On the right

we see a typical nanoparticle pattern created by a 50 nm SOI wafer. The energy is

gradually increased from left to right. For higher pulse energies we regularly observe

a dual particle creation process. For lower energies on the other hand, we record a

success rate of 100% single particle printing. Furthermore, at a distance of ∼ 10µm

the deposition is precise and arbitrary patterns can be created.
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4. Laser printing of nanoparticles

Figure 35: Left: Pattern of impact craters on a 40 nm Sp-Si sample. Distinct line at the
bottom serves as a reference and for easier detection at the scanning electron microscope.
Pulse energy is gradually decreased from left to right. At larger pulse energies material
is distributed around the crater. Towards lower energies we enter the regime where single
particles can be created. Right: Printed pattern of single or dual particles. Energy is
increased from left to right. For higher pulse energies occasionally two particles emerge in
the process, whereas for lower energies a success rate of 100% single particles is recorded.
Scale bars are 10µm.

Close up scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of particles printed by sin-

gle shots are given in Figure 36. The upper row depicts particles that were created

by the 0.95NA objective, the particles on the lower row were printed with the 0.9NA

objective. For the former we were able to print 180nm and 257 nm particles at 1.9

and 3.5 nJ respectively. Shots with the other objective needed roughly 2.5 times

higher energies (5.3 and 8.3 nJ) to create particles of comparable size (180nm and

280 nm respectively). We attribute the large discrepancy in pulse energies to the

aforementioned absence of aberration correction of the 0.95NA objective. Unfortu-

nately, vibrations at the SEM caused by construction work around the university

often limited the resolution and resulted in blurry pictures.

The focus is set by a gradual approaching method and by continuous observation

of the sample via interferometric scattering microscopy (see chapter 5 for a theoret-

ical description and the optical setup). First, coarse adjustment is done by focusing

on imperfections or dust particles on the sample. A single pulse test shot then tells

us how to proceed. On the one hand, if we observe an impact crater we can go

on to �ne tuning the focus. On the other hand, if no crater is visible the focus is

far-o� and we have to adjust the coarse focus by several µm until an impact site is

observed.

We then switch to an open-loop piezo system for �ne tuning. We take steps of

∼ 1µm to either side of the focus and pick the piezo position of the most prominent

crater as the new set point. We repeat this procedure for the new set point but take
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Figure 36: Particles created with two di�erent objectives. Upper: A 180 nm and a
257 nm particle printed with 1.9 and 3.5 nJ respectively. Lower Particles with similar
sizes (left: 180 nm, right: 280 nm) are created at much higher energies (5.3 and 8.3 nJ
respectively). We attribute this large di�erence mainly to the fact that objective 1 has
aberration compensation and objective 2 does not. All scale bars are 100 nm.

smaller steps. We repeat this iterative process until we observe no di�erence between

two neighbouring craters. We estimate the precision to be on the order of ∼ 100 nm.

Tests with 40 nm sputtered silicon did not yield any useful results, neither for

LIBT nor for LIFT. SOI samples were only tested in a LIBT setup. For 200 nm SOI

we were not able to create single particles, independent of pulse energy. Instead we

observed a multitude of small particles, a process attributed to pure silicon wafers

as discussed in chapter 4.2. For 50 nm SOI we were able to print nanoparticles of

various sizes. Already small di�erences in pulse energy result in a measurable size

discrepancy of the printed particles. This also includes drifts in focus, thus making

vibrations isolation and consistent focus �nding of utmost importance.
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5 Interferometric scattering microscopy

(iSCAT)

5.1 Motivation

In biology, label-imaging, especially �uorescence microscopy, provides a useful method

to study live cells and observe single molecules. These methods have enabled many

valuable studies [123�125] and have become routine in laboratories. However, optical

detection of �uorescent dyes is limited by photobleaching, an e�ect that describes

the permanent loss of �uorescence due to the continued exposure to light [126].

Semiconducting tags are subject to so-called "blinking" e�ects, where their lumi-

nescence is randomly turned "on" and "o�" under continuous excitation and thus

run into similar problems as �uorescent labels [127]. In 2002 Boyer et al. proposed

nanometer-sized metal particles as an alternative to �uorescent or semiconducting

tags [128]. Metallic particles do not su�er from any of the aforementioned e�ects,

they are, however, more di�cult to detect. One reason is that the elastically scat-

tered light of a nanoparticle is hard to distinguish from the background.

Worries, whether or not tags alter the behaviour of the specimen, pose another,

more general, problem to label imaging. This prompted a systematic search for a

label-free detection method of nano-objects and single molecules in the early 2000s.

Several techniques were developed over the years, Boyer et al. explored photothermal

imaging [128], others include dark-�eld microscopy [129] or total internal re�ection

imaging [130].

However, all of these methods rely on a strong scattered light signal, which

scales with the particle radius R as R6. For very small particles this signal is rapidly

drowned by the background. Therefore, detection of specimen in this regime comes

down to the ability to detect a weak signal and to distinguish this signal from the

background [131]. A solution to this problem is provided by interferometric laser

microscopy, developed as early as 1989 by Batchelder and Taubenblatt [132]. Al-

ready in 1991 Amos and Amos reported the visualization of individual microtubules

by confocal microscopy [133]. Further progress then was reported by Lindfors et al.

in 2003, who were able to detect particles down to a nominal diameter of D = 5 nm

[134]. In 2009 background suppression was improved, and the name Interferometric

scattering microscopy (iSCAT) �rst popped up [135].
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Since then iSCAT has served as an easy and label-free in-situ detection method

for various important works across multiple scienti�c �elds, among others pathogen

identi�cation of viruses [136], evaluation of cancer cells [137], single microtubule

imaging [138], single exosome imaging [139] and imaging of material functionality

[140]. Although an abundance of acronyms are used for each new experiment, the

underlying physics stay the same [141].

We can now also use this method for our femtosecond laser-desorption experiment.

It is capable of resolving both the impact craters of the fs-laser at the donor material,

as well as single particles created by the method, collected on a glass cover slip. It

provides a qualitative measure whether a test was successful or not and can aid in

focus �ne-tuning.

5.2 Theoretical description

In principle the interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT) relies on the inter-

ference between the light scattered o� the object in question and a reference beam.

While there are many possible con�gurations to realize such an experiment, they

all rely on the fact that monochromatic, coherent light can interfere with itself. If

the particle sits on, or close to, a partially re�ective surface, for example a glass

cover slip, this enables the back-re�ected light to act as the reference beam. An

illustration of this concept can be seen in Figure 37.

Consider the complex electric �eld Ēs = Ese
iφs scattered from the object and

the reference �eld Ēr = Ere
iφr . A detector then reads the signal [141]:

Idet = |Ēr + Ēs|2 = |Er|2 + |Es|2 + 2ErEsφ. (5.1)

The three components of the detection signal can be identi�ed as the reference

intensity Ir = |Ēr|2, the pure scattering signal Is = |Ēs|2 and the interference cross-

term 2ErEscosφ, where φ = φr − φs.
Now, the reference beam is simply the part of the incident light �eld Ēi that is

re�ected at the glass surface of the cover slip. We can then write Ēr = rĒie
iφr ,

where r is a real value denoting the re�ectivity of the glass. Upon re�ection at a

medium with a lower refractive index no phase shift is accumulated [142], however

the Gaussian beam is still subject to a Gouy phase shift of −π/2 with respect to

the incident beam Ēi [134, 143], i.e. Ēr = rĒi · e−iπ/2.
Similarly, we can express Ēs in terms of Ēi. Consider a spherical particle of diameter
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5. Interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT)

Figure 37: Interferometric detection scheme with back-re�ection as the reference beam.
The incoming light is partially re�ected at the cover slip and partially scattered at the
nanoparticle. The back-scattered signal Ēs (dashed green) is then superimposed with the
back-re�ected light Ēr (solid green). Reproduced and adapted from [141].

D = 2R� λ. In this case, the predominant scattering process is Rayleigh scattering,

which scales with the polarizability α of the particle. We can then write Ēs = sĒi,

where s = |s|eiφs is proportional to α [134]:

|s|(λ) ∝ α(λ) = 4πε0R
3

(
ε(λ)− 1

ε(λ) + 2

)
, (5.2)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and ε dielectric constant of the spherical

particle. The measured intensity at the detector Idet can then be expressed as:

Idet = Ir + Is + 2ErEscosφ = Ii ·
(
r2 + |s|2 + 2r|s|cosφ

)
(5.3)

where Ii = |Ēi|2 denotes the intensity of the incident light �eld. The pure

scattering term proportional to |s|2 scales with α2 and therefore drops with R6.

Compared to the interference cross-term, which behaves like R3, the scattering signal

can be neglected, assuming Is � Ir:

Idet ≈ Ii ·
(
r2 + 2r|s|cosφ

)
(5.4)

When subtracting the background intensity Ir one can seclude the interferometric

cross-term, the most interesting part of the detection signal:
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Idet − Ir ≈ 2Iir|s|cosφ (5.5)

The contrast c between an image with nanoparticles compared to one without

then reads [141]:

c =
Idet − Ir

Ir
=

2EsErcosφ

Ir
= 2

Es
Er
cosφ. (5.6)

Or, written in terms of the incident electric �eld Ēi:

c =
2Iir|s|cosφ

r2Ii
= 2
|s|
r
cosφ. (5.7)

Equations 5.6 and 5.7 suggest that the contrast, or sensitivity, can be increased

tweaking several parameters. Firstly, one could minimize the denominator, Er or

r. While this is true, it comes with a trade-o�. Reducing the signal re�ected from

the glass surface also implies reducing the overall strength of the signal, directly

impacting the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in shot noise limited detection [141].

On the other hand, one can increase the numerator Es or |s|, i.e. the polarizability
of the particle in question. In experiments like ours, where one does not rely on

a speci�c material, it is a very real option to increase the sensitivity of the setup.

As an example, let's compare bulk silicon (Si) and fused silica (SiO2) nanoparticles

illuminated by a laser with wavelength λ = 515 nm. The permittivity of a particle

is the square of it's complex refractive index [144] ε = n2 = (n+ ik)2, where n

is the "normal" refractive index k is called the extinction coe�cient. For silicon

n = 4.22 and k = 0.06 [145] and for SiO2 n = 1.16 [146]. This results in a ratio of

polarizability:

αSi
αSiO2

≈ 13.2 (5.8)

This means, when looking at silicon nanoparticles one obtains an over 13 times

better contrast compared to silica particles of the same size.

However, free choice of particle material is not always available. iSCAT microscopy

is commonly used to detect proteins [147, 148], viruses [135, 149] or lipids [150, 151],

where the choice of parameters is very limited.

The image obtained by iSCAT microscopy is not a true and accurate depiction

of the sample. For larger particles the basic detection principle in (�uorescence-

free) microscopy is to look at the optical shadow cast by the object in question.

The shape and size of the shadow resemble the object but scaled, and the darkness

of the shadow depends on the objects' transparency. However, for sub-wavelength

particles this changes as the shadow collapses to the point-spread function (PSF)
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of the microscope [141]. The PSF of an optical system is the three-dimensional

image of a point source. Light emitted from this point source, e.g. a sub-wavelength

particle, is collected by a lens or objective. The optical element focuses part of the

light to a point in the image plane. Di�erent light waves converge and interfere

at the focal point, as the lens or objective cannot focus the light in�nitesimally

small. The resulting di�raction pattern consists of a bright disk in the center,

surrounded by concentric rings. The area of the so-called Airy disk is de�ned by

the Numerical Aperture (NA) of the optical element. Conversely, one can determine

the resolution by measuring the size of the disk. As can be seen in Figure 38, high

NA results in clear pictures as the resolution of the image is increased, whereas

low NA leads to worse imaging. Next to the images the intensity is plotted against

spacial positioning. The bright Airy disk, as well as the concentric rings around it,

correspond to peaks in the intensity distribution. Lower NA, i.e. a larger Airy disk,

naturally leads to an intensity distribution with a higher full-width at half maximum

(FWHM). Additionally, the size of the PSF scales with the wavelength of the light,

i.e. the shorter the wavelength, the smaller the PSF and therefore the better is the

resolution [152].

Figure 38: The Numerical Aperture of the optical system determines the resolution power
and the size of the Airy disk. Left image: Low NA results in a large PSF, i.e. worse
resolution and a blurry picture. Right Image: Higher NA reduces the size of the Airy
disk and thus increases the resolution of the image. Created at [153].
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5.3. Optical setup

Figure 39: Schematic setup for a basic iSCAT microscope. A 515 nm continuous-wave
laser is focused on the back focal plane of a microscope objective. Part of the beam is
re�ected at the coverglass surface (light green) or scattered o� the sample (dark green).
The light is recollected by the objective and sent back to an Andor iXon EMCCD camera.
A second lens collimates the re�ected beam and focuses the scattered light onto the camera.
A beam splitter with 70% re�ectance is inserted into the setup to separate the imaging
arm from the incident one. A beam dump collects the light that is re�ected away from the
setup by the beam splitter.

5.3 Optical setup

The schematic setup for basic iSCAT microscopy can be seen in Figure 39. According

to Abbe's di�raction limit formula

d =
λ

2NA
, (5.9)

where NA denotes the Numerical Aperture of the system, the choice of laser

wavelength and objective dictates the minimal distance resolvable by the built mi-

croscope and is therefore crucial when planning the setup. Furthermore, the choice

of wavelength in�uences the polarizability of the nanoparticles, as the index of re-

fraction is wavelength dependent. Another factor one has to account for, is the

thickness of the coverglass and the spherical aberration that comes with it. Luckily,

there are microscope objectives with built-in aberration correction.

In this experiment a 515 nm continuous-wave laser and the same three di�erent

microscope objectives as in chapter 4 are used: A 20x/0.4NA12 and a 40x/0.9NA13

12Zeiss LD Plan-Neo�uar 20x/0,4 Korr Ph2 M27
13Zeiss EC "Plan-Neo�uar" 40x/0,9 Pol M27
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5. Interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT)

both with coverslip correction and a 63x/0.95NA14 without aberration correction.

Their working distances are 7.9mm, 0.41mm and 0.17mm respectively. Even the

smallest of the working distances is large enough to allow us to look at both, the

bulk silicon sample and the cover slip that collects the nanoparticles produced by

fs-laser desorption. Additionally, due to the absence of an immersion medium, the

coverglass does not have to be cleaned if one wants to do electron microscopy, thus

minimizing the risk of loosing the particles.

As can be seen in Figure 39, the laser is focused on the back focal plane of the

microscope objective, such that a collimated beam hits the cover slip. Part of the

light is scattered by the particles on the cover slip or at the silicon sample (dark

green), and another part is re�ected at the coverglass (light green). The second

lens focuses the scattered light on to the CCD-camera and collimates the re�ected

light. The beam splitter between the lenses should have high re�ectance and low

transmittance and be placed such that the light coming from the laser is re�ected

into the beam block. While this means that only a fraction of the incident laser

power illuminates the sample, it ensures that minimal signal is lost on the way back

as most of the light is re�ected towards the second lens. Furthermore, the beam

splitter should be anti-re�ection (AR) coated and/or wedged to reduce fringe and

ghosting e�ects. Ghost images are copies of the original image shifted in position

but interfere with the primary image. These ghost replicas arise due to re�ection at

the back-side of the beam splitter. For a wedged beam splitter however, the re�ec-

tions of the front and back surfaces are anti�parallel and no interference artifacts

arise [154].

In order to image both the bulk-silicon sample and specimen on the cover slip, as

well as to form nanoparticle patterns, the coverglass is mounted on a 3D-translation

stage. For �ne-tuning, all axes can be driven by a piezoelectric motor. For focus

�nding this is especially important. For one, to obtain useful iSCAT data is crucial

to �nd the correct focal point and, moreover, maintain a stable position over time.

Any libration of the sample will result in a broadened point-spread function and

thus to a worse data.

On the other hand, we can also use iSCAT microscopy to optimize the focus for

fs-laser desorption of silicon (see chapter 4). In this con�guration, the spot of the

focused beam of the 515 nm fs-laser in perfect focus is roughly 650 nm in diame-

ter. Any deviation from the focal point will result in a signi�cant increase in spot

size, thus directly impacting the nanoparticle creation process. Rami�cations can

range from altering the particle size to deformation or not producing particles at all.

14Zeiss "Achroplan" 63x/0,95 D=0 M27
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Again, a stable setup is crucial. While for iSCAT microscopy maintaining position

over a long time is more important, for fs-laser desorption reproducibility is key,

thus necessitating spacial stability. This makes vibration isolation essential. How-

ever, the impact on the system can be minimized by optimizing the focus to begin

with.

For our initial tests we used a 3D translation stage15 with 4mm travel range and

5µm step size to move the coverslip and sample around. For precise focus control

we additionally use the included piezoelectric actuator with a travel range of 20µm

and theoretical step size of 5 nm in z-direction.

Figures 40 and 41 show typical iSCAT images pre- and post-processing, respec-

tively. Figure 40 is an image of a 50 nm silicon-on-insulator waver after irradiation

by the fs-desorption laser, taken with the 40x/0.9NA objective. The craters are ap-

proximately 1µm in diameter and were produced by single laser pulses which were

shot equally spaced 10µm apart.

While the impact zones on the wafer are easily resolvable with the simple signal,

the collected particles are harder to detect due to their smaller size. However, we

can enhance the interference term by subtracting the background signal, which is

acquired before deposition of the particles. Such a background corrected image can

be seen in Figure 41. This picture was taken with the 20x/0.4NA objective.

15Thorlabs Max 381/M
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5. Interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT)

Figure 40: Real-time iSCAT image of the impact zone on a 50 nm silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafer after irradiation with a 515 nm, 257 fs laser. Every crater corresponds to a
single laser shot.

Figure 41: Background-corrected iSCAT image of nanoparticles created by fs-laser des-
orption.
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6 Outlook: Laser printing of silicon

nanoparticles as a source for cavity

optomechanics

In this chapter we present a setup to test the viability of laser printing of nanopar-

ticles as a novel source for levitated optomechanics. We combine the techniques

presented in chapters 4 and 5 with a high-�nesse optical cavity in a UHV-compatible

con�guration.

We have already established that laser printing of silicon nanoparticles allows for

precise control over particle size and that they can be accurately deposited in arbi-

trary patterns - at least up to a distance of ∼ 15µm. There are two main questions

we want to answer in this preliminary setup. Firstly, we want to characterize the

velocity distribution of the particles produced by fs-laser desorption. Secondly, we

are interested in what the maximum possible distance between sample and optical

trap can be, in order to still be able to capture the particle, i.e. how large the

angular spread of the particles is.

Vacuum compatibility

To start we want to test the principal at ambient pressure and then, if successful,

gradually go to ultra-high vacuum. Since all previous tests were done outside a vac-

uum chamber, we had to make some key adjustments in order to be able to transfer

the setup into the chamber. The main challenge was to implement a cavity block

into our previous setup, while simultaneously making the whole con�guration more

compact and vacuum compatible.

In a �rst step we exchanged the microscope objective for an aspheric lens. The main

problem with our previously used objectives is their vacuum non-compatibility, since

they strongly 'gas out', instantly compromising the vacuum. On the other hand,

the limited working distances of high-NA aspheric lenses poses another constraint

on the con�guration. To accommodate the limited WD, we directly implement the

lens into the cavity block. However, this comes at the detriment of being able to

change the distance between cavity waist and particle donor sample. Ultimately we

decided on a 0.5NA, 4.9mm working distance lens16.

16LightPath 353252, precision molded aspheric lens, 6,33 mm diameter
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The second big upgrade was to switch from the bulky NanoMax 3D translation stage

to a compact vacuum compatible one (SmarAct XYZ DLS-5252). Every linear stage

combines a stick-slip drive with a piezo scanner in a single device, allowing for pre-

cise position of the sample in a large area. This state-of-the-art assembly combines

the best of two technologies: it uses the large travel range of the stick-slip drive

(21mm) and compensates its limited resolution with a smooth piezo stack (down to

0.5 nm in a closed loop con�guration), which on the other hand would be limited in

their travel range if used on their own. In reality we are limited by position readout

which we estimate to be ∼ 1 nm in every direction.

Cavity design

The cavity design is based on plano-concave mirrors with radii of curvature of

RC = 10 cm, diameter of 12.7mm and thickness of 4mm. On the concave side

they are coated with a highly re�ective layer based on Bragg re�ection with a tar-

get transmission of 5 ppm at 1560 nm. Additionally, the mirrors are anti-re�ection

coated on the planar side. These mirrors were used in previous cavity cooling ex-

periments [62] and are measured to provide cavities with a �nesse up to 300000.

To start, we want a cavity with deliberately larger beam waist to increase the chance

to detect a particle. With given mirror radii of curvature Rc (and center wavelength

λ, de�ned by the mirror coating), the waist of a symmetrical cavity only depends

on the length of the cavity L:

w0 =

√
λ

2π

√
L (2Rc − L). (6.1)

We recall from the stability criterion from chapter 2.3.1 as 0 ≤ L ≤ 2Rc. The

largest waist is achieved for a confocal cavity, i.e. L ≈ Rc, and quickly declines

towards L = 0, 2Rc. While a confocal cavity would imply the highest chance of

detecting a particle, a larger beam waist also implies weaker interaction with light

�eld. In the end, we decided on a cavity length L = 15mm. This forms a beam

with minimum waist w0 ≈ 114µm.

Optical setup

To test the viability of laser printing of nanoparticles as a source for cavity optome-

chanics we designed and built a new setup. It incorporates the laser desorption,

iSCAT microscopy as well as cavity system. The optical setup is split in two lev-

els which can be seen in Figure 42. On the bottom level we arranged the fs-laser

and iSCAT laser optics. Similar to the setup described in chapter 4, the fs-laser
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is attenuated by a set of variable and �xed-value neutral density �lter (V-ND and

S-ND) and then simply directed at the sample via a 45◦ degree mirror (V-M). The

iSCAT optics are also similar to what is described in chapter 5, but we swapped the

lenses for ones with focal length of f = 1m to account for the bulkier setup. The

paths of the two lasers are superimposed by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) right

before the 45◦ degree mirror. We use an AR-coated window at the bottom of the

vacuum chamber to minimize unwanted re�ection and signal loss. Additionally, it is

slightly tilted such that any residual re�ection o� the window is directed away from

the EMCCD camera as it would otherwise whitewash the scattering signal.

On the top level we arranged the cavity optics. We use a 1550nm center frequency

laser17 that is directly coupled into a single-mode �ber. At the start we split o� half

of the beam (BS1) for heterodyne detection (detector D3). The frequency of this

part is altered by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) which is driven by a fre-

quency generator (FG) at 200MHz and serves as the local oscillator. The other part

of the beam is coupled out of the �ber (FC1)18 to a beam with diameter 2.15mm,

focused by a lens with a focal length of f = 25 cm and sent towards the cavity. We

use the back-re�ected light o� the cavity for side-of-fringe locking (detector D1). A

circulator (C) assures that no light is re�ected back towards the laser. The light

transmitted through the cavity is collimated by a second lens, coupled back into

the �ber (FC2) and superimposed (BS2) with the local oscillator beam. Further-

more, we detect the light scattered o� a particle inside the cavity (detector D2) as

described in chapter 2.3.4.

Vacuum setup

A 3D rendered image of the vacuum setup can be seen in Figure 43a. The con�g-

uration is mounted on a support structure consisting of an aluminium breadboard

which in turn sits on three aluminium pillars that are screwed into the base plate of

the vacuum chamber. In principle, the setup can be split into two mechanical parts:

the sample and the cavity setup.

Firstly, the sample holder (SH) is mounted on the 3D vacuum compatible trans-

lation stage. The sample holder is made of stainless steel and consists of a �xed

supporting structure and a movable fork where the sample can be clamped in be-

tween (Figure 43b).

The stainless steel cavity block (CB) is responsible for securing the cavity mirrors

17Toptica CTL 1550
18Thorlabs F220 SMA-1550
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Figure 42: The optical setup consists of two level, bottom and top layer. (a) Bottom level:
The fs-laser is attenuated by a set of variable and �xed-value neutral density �lter (V-ND
and S-ND) and guided towards a 45◦ degree mirror (V-M) that directs the beam upwards.
The iSCAT laser is superimposed with the fs-laser at a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and also directed upwards via V-M. The beam splitter BS (70/30 re�ection/transmission)
redirects part of the scattered signal towards an EMCCD camera. Two lenses with focal
length f = 1m are used to focus and collimate the beam. (b) Top level: Arrangement of
the cavity optics. The 1550 nm cavity laser is directly coupled into a single-mode �ber. Part
of the beam is split o� at a �ber beam splitter (BS1) and used for heterodyne detection.
This local oscillator is frequency modulated by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM), which
is driven by a frequency generator (FG) at 200MHz. The other part is coupled out of the
�ber (FC1), focused by a lens with a focal length of f = 25 cm and sent towards the
cavity. A circulator (C) assures that no light is re�ected back towards the laser. The
light transmitted through the cavity is collimated by a second lens, coupled back into the
�ber (FC2) and superimposed (BS2) with the local oscillator beam. Detector D1 is used
for side-of-fringe locking, detector D2 for scattered light detection and detector D3 for
heterodyne detection.
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(M) in �xed positions as well as holding the focusing lens for the fs-laser. The block

is placed on a viton sheet (V) for vibration isolation. A detailed cross-section of the

cavity block can be seen in Figure 43c. The mirrors are �xated by bars which are

screwed directly into the cavity block at �xed positions. Steps on either side of the

block give additional support to the mirror and make for easier adjustment. The

aspheric lens is directly implemented and can be screwed tight from the side.

Secondly, the cavity laser (red) and fs-laser (green) are portrayed disproportional

for illustration purposes. The fs-laser is focused by an aspheric lens which is placed

inside of the cavity block. It is screwed tight from the side and we only move the

sample during the experiment. The recess in the cavity block is placed such that

the center of the fs-laser beam coarsely coincides with the cavity beam waist. Fine

tuning of the alignment is done with the mirrors outside the vacuum chamber. Good

alignment is critical, as we want the particles to enter the cavity light �eld as close

to the waist as possible to achieve maximum cooling forces.

We use a multi-mode �ber for scattered light detection. It is glued into a stainless

steel tube (FT), which can be moved in three dimensions by an assembly of trans-

lation stages outside the vacuum chamber. We move the tip of the �ber as close

to the cavity beam waist as possible to have achieve maximum detection e�ciency.

The other end of the �ber is connected to a photodiode.

Velocity estimation

We can approximate the velocity of the generated particles by �rst estimating their

initial temperature. This can be easily done via

∆T =
∆E

m · c
, (6.2)

where ∆T is the temperature increase induced by the energy deposit ∆E, and

m and c are the mass and speci�c heat capacity of the particle, respectively. Let us

do the estimation for the 180nm diameter particle created by a pulse with 1.9 nJ

(see chapter 4). Taking the density and speci�c heat capacity of silicon from [155],

we end up with a temperature increase of ∆T = 380000K. Clearly, this number is

heavily in�ated (the boiling point of silicon is Tb = 3538K [155]), as not the entire

energy will be deposited on the will-be particle material. For one, the polished sil-

icon surface re�ects ∼ 40% of the incoming light [156]. Additionally, some energy

will be absorbed by the silicon dioxide insulating layer. Furthermore, we observe

melting areas with a diameter around 1µm. For our 50 nm SOI wafer this corre-

sponds to a ten times higher volume than that of the resulting particle.

Moser et al. [122] estimate the material temperature depending on the intensity.
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Figure 43: 3D images of the vacuum setup. (a) A sample holder (SH) is mounted on
a 3D vacuum compatible translation stage and allows for samples (S) of di�erent sizes to
be mounted. The stainless steel cavity block (CB) is responsible for securing the cavity
mirrors (M) in �xed positions as well as holding the focusing lens for the fs-laser. The
block is placed on a viton sheet (V) for vibration isolation. The cavity laser (red) and
fs-laser (green) are portrayed disproportional for illustration purposes. (b) Detailed image
of the sample holder. It consists of a �xed supporting structure and a movable fork where
the sample can be clamped in between. (c) Cross section of the cavity block. The mirrors
are �xated by two bars that can be screwed into the main block. Steps on either side of the
block give additional support to the mirror and make for easier adjustment. The aspheric
lens is directly implemented and can be screwed tight from the side.
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The particle was created with the 0.95NA microscope objective, so if we assume a

di�raction limited focal spot, we end up with ∼ 3 J/cm2. As expected, this puts us

right into the middle �uence regime. The maximum temperature of the material can

then be approximated to 3800 − 4500K. This indicates that the top of the sample

evaporates and that the colder material below forms the particle. Therefore, less

than ∼ 1/100 of the laser energy is transferred to the actual particle in the end.

We assume the main energy loss in free �ight to be attributed to black-body

radiation:

P = Aσ
(
T 4

1 − T 4
0

)
, (6.3)

where P is the net radiated power, A is the surface area of the particle, σ is

the Stefan-Boltzmann-constant and T1 and T0 are the temperatures of the particle

and the environment, respectively. From experience, we estimate that the particle

regains a solid state after ∼ 7µm (melting temperature of silicon is Tm = 1683K

[155]). Using equation 6.2 to calculate the minimum energy the particle has to

radiate o� to cool to Tm, and equation 6.3 to calculate the time it takes the particle

to do so, we estimate a mean particle forward velocity between v = 0.3m/s and

v = 0.5m/s.

In chapter 3 we estimated a maximum velocity of vmax = 0.8 in order to be able

to trap a 150 nm silicon particle in a cavity with similar �nesse but with a waist of

w0 = 65µm. Considering that such a con�guration would indeed be more suitable

for proper cooling experiments, the comparison is reasonable.

Conclusion

We can conclude, that laser printing of nanoparticles is an intriguing prospect

as a source for levitated optomechanics. We were able to con�rm that printing

of nanoparticle is a precise and reliable method to create nanoparticles. The in-

situ creation of single particles comes with an inherit heraldity and the ability to

print various materials stands out when compared to conventional methods. Silicon

nanoparticles are of especial interest due to their stronger interaction with light with

respect to commonly used silica particles. Furthermore, the ability to quickly and

precisely manipulate the particle size is novel to levitated optomechanics sources.

An estimation of the forward velocity of the particles indicates that this method

would be operable directly in ultra-high vacuum. However, we still need experi-

mental con�rmation of that, as well as whether or not particles can be precisely

deposited over a larger distance. We presented a detailed setup with the ability of

providing answers to these questions and can be easily adapted to a con�guration
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capable of advanced cavity cooling experiments.
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